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THE CELTIC REVIEW
JULY 15, 1904

INTRODUCTORY

The Review which is inaugurated with this number will be

devoted to fostering and encouraging interest in Celtic, and

especially in Gaelic, literature and learning. These words

are taken in their widest meaning, and the scope of the

Magazine will embrace everything which touches the Gael,

except matters of current politics and religion, or such as,

bearing upon passing events and topics, would be out of

place in a Review appearing at quarterly intervals. The
names of those who have promised contributions show that

it is possible to realise these aims, and that the Gael of Scot-

land need no longer occupy the anomalous position of retain-

ing so distinctly his language and individuality, yet, if we

except a few individuals, taking little part in the great work

which is being done by all branches of the Celtic race and by
Continental scholars in Gaelic research and learning. The

importance of Celtic studies is being realised more and more,
not only by specialists but by the reading and cultured

public, and never, since Ireland was known among the nations

as * Insula Sanctorum et Doctorum,' or since lona sent her

missionary teachers over Europe, has the study of Celtic lore

been so flourishing as at present.
The number of students, here and on the Continent, is

surely and quickly growing. For philology the study of

Celtic languages is of first rate importance. For the history
of Great Britain and Ireland, for the early history of much of

the European Continent, for the history of the Scandinavian
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2 THE CELTIC REVIEW

races, for the social, religious, and literary history not only

of the Celtic races themselves, but also of the many peoples

with whom they came in contact during the long centuries

in which the Celts have influenced so strongly the western

world, the study of the Celtic literature of the past

opens a wide field of investigation as yet comparatively

untouched. In addition, the literature is in itself of great

beauty, and shows much artistic feeling and well marked

characteristics. The foundations for the study ofthis literature

have been well and clearly laid by men whose names will be

the more esteemed as time goes on by men like Zeuss,

O'Donovan, O'Curry, Cameron, Stokes, Windisch, Ascoli, and

de Jubainville to take only a few names and at random

and the student of the present day gets good training
and thorough knowledge under easier conditions than were

possible even a few years ago.

Three learned journals stimulate and record the labours

of Continental Celtists.

In this country Ireland and Wales show the greatest

activity both in research and in the publication of the

periodicals which give such assistance to investigation.

Of periodic publications in Scotland the annual volume of

the Gaelic Society of Inverness is the most important. The

Celtic Monthly has held its way for a number of years, and

of a quarterly entitled Guth na Bliadh7ia two numbers have

appeared; but none of these fills the place which we wish

to occupy.
There are in Scotland many Gaelic manuscripts of great

value, few of which have been translated. The transcription
and translation of these is a matter of great difficulty, but

Gaelic scholarship has now advanced so far among us that

several students are capable of giving accurate renderings,
and we shall therefore print with translations some of this

manuscript literature.

There are in private hands many collections of folklore

and poetry, but these, as well as the unrecorded folklore of

the Highlands, are disappearing rapidly. We wish to
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conserve these valuable historical assets while there is yet
time. While giving special attention to the old literature,

we would not neglect the modern. Professor Zimmer has

said that ' no literature is more beautiful than the modern

Celtic literature/ and the present movement seems likely

to create a literature which shall occupy a high place. We
shall therefore include all subjects of Celtic interest Legend,

History, Language, Philology, Archaeology, Poetry, Music,

Art, Stories, and Sketches, as well as translations from

Continental and other sources of important articles, while

books on Gaelic and Celtic subjects will be reviewed by the

best authorities.

The inauguration of such a magazine is not to be lightly

entered upon by any one knowing the past history of similar

undertakings in Scotland, yet the promoters do not doubt

that the increased interest expressed in Gaelic matters is a

sufficiently genuine feeling to warrant the existence of The

Celtic Review,

THE GLENMASAN MANUSCRIPT

Professor Mackinnon

The MS. labelled liii. of the Scottish Collection in the

Advocates' Library, Edinburgh, came by the name of * Glen-

masan' from the following entry on the inner side of the

first leaf, which also forms the front cover :

* Gleannmasain

an Cuige la deug don ... Mi ... do bhlian ar

tsaorrse Mile da Chead Trichid sa hocht,' i.e,
'

Glenmasan,
the fifteenth day of the . . . month of the year of

our Redemption, one thousand two hundred thirty and

eight.' The entry is written in a large, coarse, modern hand.

The MS. was not written as early as the year 1238 a.d.

A single orthographical combination is, apart from other

evidence, sufficient proof of this. The improper diphthong
now written ao is, in the Ogham inscriptions, the oldest

Gaelic writings we possess, usually written ai. In the old
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glosses the prevailing forms are oi and oe. At a later period
ae became the common script for this sound. One cannot

fix an exact date when each of these forms began to replace
its immediate predecessor. In nearly all the large mss. two
if not three forms are found side by side. Nor can we say

exactly when ao first appeared. This script is found in the

short Islay charter written in 1408 a.d. It appears but

rarely in the Book of Lismore, transcribed in the latter half

of the fifteenth century.^ In our MS. ao interchanges with ae

quite freely, and the combination may indeed be said to be

the prevailing form. The date of it cannot thus be placed
further back than the end of the fifteenth century.

But the existing copy may well have been transcribed from

an older MS. whose date was 1238 a.d. The writer of the

note had authority of some kind when he is so specific as to the

day and year. One may go farther, and say that the con-

tents of our MS. were reduced to writing long before 1238

A.D. The traditions recorded are placed immediately before

the great Ulster war which culminated in the Tai7i ho

Cuailgne i.e., in native chronology, shortly before the com-

mencement of the Christian era. Versions of several of

them are found in the oldest MSS. of a general character

which we possess, the Book of the Dun (Cow), circa 1100

A.D. (LU.); the Book of Leinster (LL.), some fifty years later;

the Yellow Book of Lecan (YBL.), circa 1391 ;
and others.

But the Glenmasan MS. must have undergone several re-

censions before the existing copy was made. Old grammatical
forms are preserved, especially in the verse passages. The
writer repeatedly alludes to other and discrepant accounts

of particular events which he narrates. And occasionally
there are indications of a comparatively late date in the

very framework of it. In one passage Naisi advises Deirdre

to vent her wrath ar Gallaih mara Manann, i.e. *on the

foreigners of the sea of Man.' This suggests the Norseman,
and would assign the composition of this verse not merely
to a date later by at least 800 years than Naisi's day, but to

^ Cf. Lives of Saints from the Book of Lismore (Oxford, 1890), pp. v, xlri.
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a time when the period of Naisi and the Norsemen could

be brought together without a feeling of anachronism.

Of the history of our MS. until comparatively recent times

we know nothing. In the end of the eighteenth century,
when a Committee of the Highland (now the Highland
and Agricultural) Society of Scotland were inquiring into

the authenticity of the compositions published by James

Macpherson as translations of poems by Ossian, Lord

Bannatyne obtained the MS. from the Rev. John MacKinnon,
minister of Glendaruel, and transmitted it to the Society,
whose property it now is. Mr. Mackinnon informed Lord

Bannatyne that he got it from some country people in his

neighbourhood, who told him that it had once formed a part
of the Kilbride Collection.^ A note on folio 15 states that the

MS. was at one time the property of Mr. William Campbell,
minister of Kilchrenan and Dalavich, a gentleman who
'inherited but did not assume the title of Campbell of

Ardkinglas, Bart.' Mr. Campbell was inducted to Kilchrenan

in July 1745. It has been suggested that Mr. William may
have got our ms. from his grand-uncle, Robert Campbell, who
was forester for Argyll in Cowal, and a poet. This gentle-
man sent a congratulatory ode written in Gaelic to Edward

Lhuyd, which is printed in the Archceologia Britannica

(Oxford, 1707). 'Robert Campbell at Glensluan' is written

at the bottom of folio 9. On folio 19 the following entry
is written : Leabhar Echdra ata ann so ar a scriohha le Eoin
M'Tavis. 'This is a book of adventures written by John
M'Tavish.' The writer of the note, which is in a much
later hand than that of the MS., probably records a tradi-

tion, the accuracy of which we have now no means of

testing. Among other names on the margin of the MS.
are 'Eoin M'Tauis' (twice), 'John M'Tavis,' and 'James

M'Intyre his book,' with '

his book
'

deleted. M'Tavish is

a not uncommon name in South Argyll. James M'Intyre
is M'Intyre of Glenoe who had the MS. in his possession
some years before 1782 and showed it to the Rev. William

1
Report oil Ossian (Edin. 1805) : Appendix, p. 283.
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Shaw, when that gentleman
' turned it about several times,

and at last fixed his eyes upon it, with the wrong end of it

up.' Perhaps one would not be far astray in suggesting
that the MS. was put together at a very early date by an

Irish scholar ;
that a copy found its way to Argyllshire, and

underwent considerable revision there, the obscure retoric

passages regarding the birth, beauty, and future of Deirdre

found in the LL. version being excised, and the sojourn of

the exiles in Scotland expanded ; and that the MS. as we now
have it was transcribed from this recension, or from a copy
of it which was dated 1238 a.d. and connected somehow
with Glenmasan, by an Argyllshire scribe, possibly of the

name of John M'Tavish, about the year 1500 a.d.

The Ossianic controversy was the means of rescuing our

MS., like many others of the Scottish Collection, from oblivion.

The Tale of the Sons of Uisnech was well known in the

Scottish Highlands as in Ireland from time immemorial. It

was early committed to writing. It was one of the '

principal

tales,' primscela, which a poet must know. A version is found

in LL. and other old MSS., while several versions are to be

met with in Ireland and Scotland in modern MSS. It was the

fiwourite Tale of the * Three Sorrows of Story Telling
'

with

the reciters. Mr. Alexander Carmichael, in 1867, took down
a beautiful version in Barra, which is printed in the Trans-

actions of the Gaelic Society of Inverness (vol. xiii.). The
tradition has formed the subject of several poems in English.
James Macpherson came to know of it, and he treated it in

his own manner in a composition entitled
*

Darthula,' a poem
for which no Gaelic text has been found. Dr. Donald Smith,
the most active and capable Gaelic scholar connected with

the Committee of the Highland Society, found a considerable

portion of the Tale in our MS. ; and extracted the well-known

Lay of Deirdre, which is printed in the Appendix to the Com-
mittee's Report (p. 298). Since that time various versions of

this Saga have been printed by O'Flanagan and O'Curry in

Ireland, by Professor Windisch in Leipzig {Trische Texte mit

Worterbuch, lioipzig, 1880, p. 67) > and others. Several lays
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forming part of the Tale have also been printed in Scottish

collections of Gaelic poetry, such as Gillies's, Stewart's, and

Campbell's Leahhar na Feinne.

About twenty years ago the attention of Dr. Whitley
Stokes was drawn to our MS. That great scholar copied the

three leaves containing the version of the Tale of the Sons

of Uisnech. He also transcribed from MS. Ivi. the opening
sections of the Tale, and the conclusion of it from the point

where MS. liii. breaks off. Dr. Stokes's transcript, with

various readings from other MSS. and valuable notes and

comments, was published, with translation into English, in

Leipzig.-^ Shortly afterwards the late Dr. Cameron tran-

scribed the same three leaves, but unfortunately, as was too

frequently the habit of that accurate scholar, went no further.

Dr. Cameron did not translate his transcript from our MS.
,
but

he transcribed and translated the version of the same Tale

in MS. Ivi. This excellent piece of work, with the fragment
from liii., is printed in Reliquiae Celticae, vol. ii. p. 422 et seq.

The only person, so far as known to me, who ever read

our MS. through was the late Ewen Maclachlan of Aberdeen.

That well-known scholar and Gaelic poet made a transcript

of the whole of it which is preserved in a volume aptly
named by the writer Leabliar Gaol, 'Narrow Book,' now in

the Advocates' Library. In Mr. Maclachlan's day the gram-
matical forms of the older language were unknown, and his

transcript is in consequence of much less value than other-

wise it would have been. Mr. Maclachlan did not attempt
a translation.

The MS. consists of twenty-seven leaves of parchment,

large quarto size, the first and last leaves forming the cover.

Twenty-five folios are fully written upon, and a portion of the

inner side of the last leaf It is written in double column

with thirty-eight, occasionally thirty-nine, lines to each.

There are in all 101 columns which are consecutively
numbered. The handwriting is very good, bold and clear.

In many cases faded words and letters are written over in a

^ Irische Texte : Zweite Serie (Leipzig, 1887).
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later hand. The skin is hard and brittle, and the first few

leaves, probably through more frequent handling, are now
much broken. The third folio has been misplaced in binding.

It should be the fifth. There is a large gap between the

fourth leaf and the fifth ; and possibly a gap between the

fifth and the third (as bound and paged), perhaps also be-

tween the third and the sixth folios. Thereafter the MS.
reads continuously. But unfortunately it is not always

legible. The lower corner of folio 7 is neatly cut off, to

supply a patch needed elsewhere, no doubt, and a couple of

sentences are rendered unintelligible in consequence. Several

passages on other pages are quite illegible, as they were in

Mr. Maclachlan's day, now nearly one hundred years ago.

A narrow strip of parchment is here and there sewn neatly
to a leaf, in order to make it of uniform size with its

neighbours, and the writing across the stitches is frequently
obscure.

The contents of the MS. are briefly as follows. As

already stated, three leaves are taken up with the Tale of

the Sons of Uisnech. The version here given does not

contain the earlier chapters of the Tale, viz., the birth and

nurture of Deirdre, her elopement with Naisi, and the flight

of the party to Scotland. The Tale opens in our MS. with an

account of a great feast given by Conchobar, at which that

monarch proposes in succession to Conall Cernach, Cuchulainn,
and Fergus to go to Scotland and endeavour to persuade
the exiles to return to Ireland. The first two heroes

refuse ; but Fergus, ever good-natured and obliging, agrees
to go. The return of the party, their separation from Fergus

through the intrigues of the king, the murder of the heroes,

and the death of the lady constitute the chief incidents

of the Tale. Our MS. breaks off abruptly with the slaying of

Illann the Fair, son of Fergus, by Conall Cernach, but the

conclusion of the Saga is well known from older and later

versions. Fergus, on finding that the sons of Uisnech were

slain in violation of his safeguard, headed a large party,

including Cormac son of Conchobar, committed great ravages
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against the king and his native province of Ulster, and

finally took service with Meave and Oilill in Connaught.
This also is known in a general way from other sources. Our
MS. gives in great detail the exploits and adventures ofFergus
and his companions when in the service of the Queen and

King of Connaught up to the commencement of the Tain

ho Guailgne. These take up twenty-two of its twenty-five
folios. After being settled at Cruachan Ai, the capital of

Connaught, Bricne, otherwise Bricriu Nemthenga,
'

of the

venomous tongue,' obtains permission to proceed to the West to

seek his fortune among the Gamhanraidh, whose most famous
warrior was Ferdiad, a companion-in-arms of Cuchulainn, and

afterwards, through the machinations of Queen Meave, his

chief opponent at the Ford. Bricne soon returns to Cruachan,
loaded with presents. He gives glowing accounts of the

greatness and magnificence of the people of the West, and

especially of Oilill Finn, son of Domnall Dualbuidhe, King of

the Gamhanraidh, of the beauty of Oilill's wife Flidais and
of her love for Fergus. Fergus now goes westwards, and
after many adventures is captured and imprisoned by Oilill

Finn. The principal men of the four provinces of Ireland are

assembled at Cruachan, ready to march against Ulster, when
news of Fergus's fate reaches the palace. Queen Meave

persuades them to join her in force in order to rescue her

favourite hero. The expedition is successful. Oilill Finn is

slain. Flidais and her wonderful cow, with great spoils, are

carried away. Whereupon the Gamhanraidh assemble in full

strength, pursue the Irish host, and eventually rescue Queen
Flidais and her cow. A version of the Tain ho Flidais^ or, as

it is here called, Toruigheacht ho Flidais, is to be found in

LU. and other MSS., and has been printed by Professor Win-
disch in Irische Texte : Zweite Serie (Leipzig, 1887). This

version is essentially difierent from that given here, where it

occupies only from three to four folios of the whole MS.
The principal contents of our MS. are thus of great

value, dealing as they do with a district and people regard-

ing whom old Gaelic literature, so far as yet read, has
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not much to say. The reading and translation of it are

all the more difficult in consequence. The valuable aid of

parallel versions is awanting. There is but one exception
known to me, apart from the three leaves taken up with

the story of the sons of Uisnech. Five folios of YBL.

(pp. 331-340) contain a variant of our MS. (columns 67-89).
The two correspond closely, and are clearly of common origin.
As it happens the Glenmasan MS. is through all these pages

quite legible, and the parallel version in YBL. is in con-

sequence not of so much value as it would have been had it

covered the illegible passages of our MS. Still it is of

some importance, and I give the chief variants in the

Notes. In several instances the readings I have offered are

somewhat doubtful. Occasionally the translation is more
or less conjectural, while for a few words and phrases not

even a conjecture is attempted. Still it is to be hoped
that the light thrown on the life of the people of the wild

West about the beginning of the Christian era will be found

interesting.
On literary grounds alone the MS. deserves to be printed.

Much the larger portion of the Saga is written in spirited

prose. Many passages descriptive of heroes, armed battalions,

and battles are given in the verbose style which is not

always a credit to the literary judgment of Gaelic authors,

old or modern. There are many lays, several, as it seems to

me, of great merit. There is a song composed and sung

by the ubiquitous Bricne in obscure bardic language, which

the talented author is good enough to translate so far into

intelligible Gaelic at the request of his admiring audience.

There are three examples of the measured prose or ^Rosg*
or *

Retoric,' so common in old Gaelic tales, which reciters in

the Scottish Highlands now call Rtdiheannan or
* Runs.'

I print the first three folios of the MS. as they stand.

In the few cases where a word or letter has been supplied
the additions are put within brackets. A deletion or

substitution is pointed out in a footnote. Contractions are

printed in italics. In future instalments obvious contractions
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and corrections will be silently made and printed in ordinary

type. But where there is room for doubt the extended

contraction will be printed in italics, and deviations from the

MS. pointed out in a footnote. As in nearly all the MSS. of the

period c and i final, dh and gh^ nn and ndy etc.
,
are hopelessly

confused. In extending contractions, I have endeavoured to

follow the prevailing practice of the MS. itself Aile,
'

other,*

e.g.f usually appears as .11. But the word is very frequently
written in full, and while the scribe gives aile and eli once or

twice, his usual form is eile^ which I have adopted. How 7,

the script for ocus, now agus,
*

and,' ought to be extended, is

not quite so clear. In the few cases in which the word is

written out, it appears as agus, s^cus, ocus. Perhaps upon the

whole the modern form agus would carry it in the practice
of the scribe, and I have written it so. The mark .1. is

invariably written for Old Gaelic ido7i, modern eadhon, *to

wit/ 'namely,' 'viz.,' 'i.e.' It is somewhat doubtful how the

scribe would write the word, whether in the old or modern
form. I have left this mark unextended. A frequent con-

traction is ag. The script represents in this MS. two words

which are occasionally written in full, viz., agaid
*

face,' and

adaig
*

night.' Oidche, now oidhche, 'night,' is also common,
but appears as a rule uncontracted. Had Dr. Cameron read

the MS. he would probably not have extended ag by oidche

as he does.

In separating words written as one in the MS. I have kept
in view, so far, the practice adopted in writing Scottish

Gaelic. But only so far. It is a cause for regret to us in

Scotland that our scholars of 150 years ago wrote such forms

as at' n-athair and gu'n larr, instead of either am athair

and gun iarr, or ar n-athair and gu n-iarr. In such matters

Irish scholars, although not always perfectly consistent,

followed a better way. It would probably serve no useful

purpose for writers of Scottish Gaelic to change their practice
now. But in transcribing an old MS. things are different.

Here the advantage is with the Irish method, which I have

followed.
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GAELIC TEXT

Do comoradh fled mor-chd-in mor-adbal la Conchobar mac
Fachtna Fhataigh agus la maithi UlacZ ar chena an Em(ain)
min dlainn Macha. Et^ tangatar maithi^ an ohmgid cohi

, . . d'insaidi^ na &edi sin. Agus*' ro dailec? or(rtha) co

rabatar co subach sobrach (so)-menmnach uile iat. Agus ro

eir(gset) a \\xcht ciuil agus oirfide
^

agus ealadhna ^ do (gabail)
an drecht agus din duan agus an duch(onn), (ag)us a geg
n-genealacA

^

agus a craob goibnesa (fia)dib.

Is iad so anmanna na b-fiW ro(batar oc ond fle)id sin

.1. Cathbac? mac (7o?igail Clairingnech mic^ Rugraide, agus
GenanTi Grwadh-t-soli^s mac Cathbaid, agus Genand Glundub
mac Cathba^d, agus Genan/i Gadh mac Cathbaid agus
Seancha mor mac AiZella mic Athgno mic Fhir . . . mic

Glac? mic Rosa, mic Ru(aid), agus Fercertne fili mac Aongt^sa

BeldezVg mic F . . fikcZ mic Gl . . mic Rosa mic R(uaid). Agu^s
is 2ivo\aid do caitis

^
fes na h Emna a.}^ adaig airithi a comair

gach ain fir do teglac/^ Concoba^V. Agus is e lin teglaig Q>on-

chobazV .i. cuig ar tri fichit ar t7'i C6^. Agus desigetar^^ and
an adai^

^^
sin no gur togaib Co9icobar a ard-guth rig os aird

agus is 6(i
^^ ro raid :

* As ^*
ail damsa a fiarfai^e dibsi, a oga',

*
et, *and.' Tha Latin word, not infrequent in several Gaelic MSS., is somewhat

rare in this. It is found only at the beginning of a sentence.
^ maithi and maithe, now maithean^ from maith,

'

good.' Used in this MS. usually
with the meaning, as now, of

'

nobles,' but also as *
worthies.' Bricne, e.g., is accom-

panied by maithi.
^ The usual spelling is the more correct innsaige. But d and g, as well as dh and

gh, frequently interchange. The word is used most frequently, as now, as a nominal

preposition governing the gen., and meaning 'to,' 'towards.' The verb innsaigim,
* I attack,' is also used. So the living idiom, thug e ionnsuidh air, 'he attacked him.'

When used as prep., innsaige is hardly ever declined. As a verbal noun the word is

declined : da innsaige,
' to him,' but da innsaigid,

'
to attack him.'

* MS. 7. Here extended agus in preference to the older ocus.

^
Airfideadh, oirfideadh, is frequently used by Alexander Macdonald.

^ la Scottish Gaelic (S.G.) the oblique case, ealdhain, ealain, has become the

nom. The present meaning is 'skill,' 'handiness,' with a suggestion of the artistic

sense, as in the phrase ceaird is ealain. Ewen M'Lachlan has ealaidh ghaoil, 'a love

ditty,' a reminiscence of the old meaning.
^ MS. very indistinct, n-genealach should be the correct reading. Cf. goibnesa

for coihnesa in the following phrase, due to influence of n from the gen. pi. of the

preceding word.
^ mic : O.G. maic, later meic, now mic. The word appears usually contracted
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ENGLISH TRANSLATION
A FEAST of great taste and magnificence was prepared by
Conchobar son of Fachtna Fathach, and by the nobles of

Ulster besides, in smooth, beautiful Emain Macha. And (all)

the nobles of the province came to that feast. And (wine)
was served out to them until they were all glad and cheer-

ful and in high spirits. And the musicians and players and

poets rose up in their presence to (sing) their songs and lays
and chants, and to (recite) their genealogies and their branches

of relationship.

These are the names of the poets who were at that feast,

namely, Cathbad son of Congal Flat-nailed son of Rugraid,
and Genan Bright-cheek son of Cathbad, and Genan Black-

knee son of Cathbad, and Genan Gad . . . son of Cathbad,
and Sencha the Great son of Ailill son of Athgno son of

Fer . . . son of Gl . . . son of Bos son of Buad, and
Fercertne the poet son of Angus Bed-mouth son of F . . .

the poet son of Gl . . . son of Bos son of Buad. And it is

thus they used to feast at Emain, a certain night was set

apart for each man of the household of Conchobar. And the

number of Conchobar's household was three hundred three

score and five. And they enjoyed themselves there that

night until Conchobar raised his loud king's voice on high,
and spoke thus :

*

I desire to ask of you, warriors,' said Con-

mc. But the gen. sing, and nora. pi. are occasionally written in full as meic, mic.
^ Lit.

'
consume.' Cf. modern idioms : caitheadh na cloiche,

'

putting the stone '

;

caitheadh a chodach, 'wasting his means'
;
caitheamh and tinneas-c. 'consumption.'

^0
.i. : the script for Old Gaelic (O.G.) idon^ Modern Gaelic (Mod. G.) eadhon :

*
to wit,' namely,'

'

viz.,'
'

i.e.' It is doubtful how the writer of the MS. would extend
the mark, not improbably in the modern form. Dr. Cameron (A. 0.) writes idon.

Being invariably used, the mark is left here unextended.
'^ The verb is desaigim, modern deasaich^ 'prepare,' 'make ready,' in dialect

'

bake,' from deas,
'

ready,' etc.

^^ MS. ag. But see adaig written out in full, supra.
^3 ed: the 3rd pers. pron. neut. sing., Mod.G. eadh, still used iu idiom differently

from e : An Romanach thu? 'Seadh. ' Are you a Roman ? Yes.' Cha'n eadh.
'
No.'

An e Romanach athaannad? 'Se.
' Are you a Roman ? Yes.' Cha'n e. 'No.'

^*
as, the relative form : is and as are frequently confused in the MS. In Mod. G.

as has unfortunately been disused, having been replaced by is, and recently by the
still more objectionable form a'i.

06
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bar ^

Co7icoha7%
* an b-facabar riam teglach budh crodha iDa

sib pfen
^ an Ennn, na an Alipain, na san domun mor in gach

ina^ ar cuimgehad co cathair Muirne Mo(lf)aige/ 'Ni

fhacamar am/ ar sidt,
*

a^'^5 ni h-aitnicZ duin/i ma ta.'
* Ma

Bed/ ar Conchobar,
* an aichnid dibh uiTeshaidh is in domun

oraibh.'
' Ni h-aic(h)ni(^ itir,' a ai?'d-ri,

*

bliar iatso??i/

*Is aicbnic? damhsa, a oga/ bar eisin, *aon uireasbaidh

oraibh .i. tW coinnle gaisgic? nan Gaideal do bet(h) in ar

b-fegmais^ .i. tri maca* Uism^ .i. Naisi^ agus Aindle

agus Ardan do b(eith) ddr sechna tre bit(h)in mna san

domi^n, agus gurah adhbar^ aird-ri 'Erenn ar ghail agi^s ar

ghaisgecZ Naisi mac Uism^ agus gur cosain nert a laime few

treab ar leth Alpa^i do.'
^

* A ri-milid,' ar siat,
* da lamais-ne sin do rad, is fada o

dermais e, oir doigh is mic rig coigcrichi iatsa?i, agt^s do

coisewdais coiged JJlad re gach coig^cZ eile an 'Erinn gen co

h-eir^e^ Ull^a eile le6, doigh is cui?2geda ar calmac^^ iatt, &gus
as leomaw ar nert agus ar niaachas' an triar sin.' 'Ma sed*

ar Conchobar,
*

cuirter fesa agus techta a/r a cenn cu cricha

Alba^i go Loch Eitche agus go Daingen mac n-UisneicA an

Albam.' ' Cia rachas ris sin ?
'

ar cdch co coitchenn.'
* Do

fhetar-sa/ ar Conchobar,
'

gurab do freitighib
^ Naeisi techt slu

Eirinn ar sith acht le tri .i. Cncnlainn ^^ mac Snhaltaim, agus

* bar : oldest form ol
;
later ar, or, for. In this MS. ol occurs once or twice, but

the common forms are ar, bar, bhar, uar = *

inquit,'
*

quoth,'
'

says.' Here translated,

to suit the context, 'said.' The frequent use of ar *, 'says he,' accounts for the

modern form arsa (in dialect osa).
2 sib 'pfen for sibh fein : the clash of bh and / has produced the f. In S.G. the

sound is siu pein, occasionally si ye.
3
fegmaisj egmais. Two words of different origin but kindred meaning are egmais

and ingnais ;
in S.G. eugmhais and aondis or iunais. In the MS. both are construed

with the prep, in, an,
'
in.' In S.G. both are usually construed with as : Cha tig

mi as eugmhais, as aonais,
'

I cannot do without it.' In this passage, instead of saying
that ' the three lights of valour,' etc., are in ar bfegmais-TU, I should write,

*
Ave are

as eugmhais
" the three lights of valour." '

* maca for meic or mic, the correct pi. form.
^ Naisi (in S.G. Naoise), the prevailing form in nom. case. Used here in

extending contractions.
^
adhbar, aobhar, 'cause,' still used in S.G. in the same meaning as here, 'making,'

'material': aobhar brigis, e.g.,
is the quantity of cloth needed to make a pair of

trousers.
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chobar,
* whether you have ever seen a braver household than

yourselves in Ireland or in Scotland or in the great world in

any place you have known (?) as far as the city of Muirn

Molfaig.' *We certainly have not/ said they, *nor do we
know if there be any.'

* If so/ said Conchobar,
* do you know

anything in the world which you lack ?
' ' We know nothing,

high king,' said they.
'

I know, warriors,' said he,
' one thing

ye lack, namely, that the three Torches of Valour of the

Gael are not with us, to wit, the three sons of Uisnech, Naisi

and Ainle and Ardan, and that they should avoid us because

of any woman in the world, inasmuch as Naisi, son of Uisnech,

is for j^alour and heroism fit to be high king of Ireland, and

the might of his own hand has gained for him a possession

upon the slope of Scotland.'
*

Royal soldier,' said they,
* had we dared to say that, we

would have said it long ago. For it is well known that they
are the sons of a king of a border district, and they would

defend the province of Ulster against every other province in

Ireland, although no other Ulsterman should rise with them,
for they are heroes in courage, and these three are lions in

might and valour.'
' If it be so,' said Conchobar,

*

let mes-

sages and envoys be sent for them to the bounds of Scotland,

to Loch Etive, and to the stronghold of the sons of Uisnech

in Scotland.'
* Who will go upon that (message) ?

'

said they
all.

'
I know,' said Conchobar,

* that it is one of Naisi's pro-

^ treab ar leth Alpan: W. S. translates 'a district and a half of Scotland.'

But 'district and a half would in G. idiom be tre{a)h co leith, now treabh gu leth.

Treabh is disused in the sense of 'holding' or 'possession,' but survives in treabhadh,

'ploughing,' treabhair, 'houses.' The phrase clearly means 'a possession on the

"side " or "slope" of Scotland.'
^

coigcrichi :

' border district,' whence S.G. coigreach,
'

stranger,'
' one from a

border district.'

" niaachas for niat{h)as, an abstract from nia,
' hero '

; niata,
'

bold,'
'

heroic'

Cf. brdch for brath. Erin go brack,
' Ireland for ever.'

^
freitighib, here used in the sense of geis or geas,

' a prohibition,'
'
tabu.' In S.G.

^rith means '

incantation,'
'

augury.' Cf. M'Alpine's Diet.
;
Carmina Gadelica, ii. 158,

281 ; Norse, /rg<^; Scotch, /mi. ^freitighib, dat. pi. of freitech=freth-dech' (W. S.).
" In old lore Cuchulainn, Conall Cernach, and Naisi were cousins, the sons of

three sisters who were the daughters of Cathbad, Conchobar's famous Druid, and by
the oldest accounts that monarch's father.
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Conall mac Aimirgm, agus Yergus mac Eosa, agus (aith)-
neochat-sa cia don triar sin le na b' andsa me.'

Agus Tuc Conoll les (ar) fod foleth, agus do fhiafrai^ de,
* Cred do genta(r), a ri-chuingidh an betha/ ar (Conchobar),
da chuirida?* a?' cemi mac n-(Uis)neich thu agus a mill^c? ar

t'inchaib agus ar t'einech, ni ^ nach fobraim ?
'

' Ni bas aen dui/ie (do ticfad) de sin/ a?' Conall,
*

acht gach
aon ar am beraimi d(o) JJlltaih, ni roichfet nech uaimsi a

b . . . dib gan bas agus eg agus oiged^ d'imirt air.' *Is fir

sin/ ar Conchohar,
* a 67o7iaill, a nois tuigim-si nach in(main)

letsa me.' Agus do chuir se Coudll uada, agus (tugad)
CuQhxxlainn da indsaige, agus do fhiafraig an ce^na de.

* Do
berim-se do m' breithir,' ar Cuchulainn, da (sir)dea-sa . . .

gus an I^zdia no sirther (tu) soir nach gebaind-si comha ^
sa

cruinde* uaid, acht do toitim fein fan gnim sin.'
'

Is fir sin/

a Cu, nach lemsa bh-f . . . agus a nois modaigAm-si^ ni

fhuath agadsa.' Agus do chuir si?! Cuchulamn uadha agus

tug (ad) 'Fergus da indsaige, agits do fhiafra^^
^ an ce^na de.

Agus as ed adubaiV-t Fergus fris :

* Ni gellaim-si
'^ dul fa t'fhuil,

(ar) Fergus,
*

agus gidhed cena ni b-fuil UUtac^ ar am
beruinn nach b-fuige6^ bas agus oiged lim.'

*

Is tusa raca6* ar cend Clainni JJisnig, a ri-mik'c?/ ar

Conchohar,
'

agus gMais romat a maracA/ ar se,
*

oir is let

ticfaz'd!, agus gab iar techt an oir duit co diin Borrai^ mzc

Andti agus tabair do brmthar damsa mar as taosga
^

ticfair

an Evinn nach lecfer oirisim na comnaidhe doibh co tigid co

h-Emuin Macha an oidchi sin.'

1 MS. very indistinct. Stokes (W. S.) reads ni, A. C. mar.

-
oiged, in O.G. aided, in later MSS. oidheadh, oigheadh,

' death by riolence.'

3
com/ia, pi. comhada, comtha :

'

bribes,'
'

gifts,'
'

terms,'
' conditions.' S.6.

cumha, pi. cumhachan.
*
cruinne,

' the round,'
' the globe.' Later, frequently cruinne-cS.

^ In Mod. G. as also in this MS. mothaicheam-sa,
'
I perceive.'

*
jiarfaigim,fiafraigim, a living form in Kintyre. S.G./eoraic^. O.G. iarfaigim.

'
Fergus's reply is ambiguous. Strictly construed, the sentence means :

'
I do not

promise to take your blood.' MS. ii., quoted by W. S., removes the ambiguity :

gelluimsi gan dol fad fhuilsi, 'I promise not to attack your blood (or life).'

* mar as taosga : taosg, noun and verb, noAv means '

quantity of liquid,'
*

pour out,'

etc. The idiomatic use here exemplified is unknown to me.
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hibitions not to come to Ireland in peace, except with three

men, namely, Cuchulainn son of Subaltam, and Conall son

of Aimirgin, and Fergus son of Ros ; and I shall (now) know
which of these three men loves me most/ And he took

Conall into a place apart, and asked him :
* What would you

do, royal-hero of the world, if you were sent for the sons of

Uisnech, and that they were destroyed notwithstanding your

safeguard and honour, which I do not purpose to do ?
' * Not

the death of one man would result from that,' said Conall,
* but no Ulsterman whom I could lay hold of would escape
from me without death and destruction and slaughter being
inflicted upon him.'

* That is true, Conall,* said Conchobar ;

' now I understand that you love me not/ And he sent Conall

from him ; and Cuchulainn was brought to him, and he asked

the same thing of him. '
I give my word,' said Cuchulainn,

'

if you were to search eastwards unto India, I would not take

a bribe in the globe from you, but you yourself would fall in

that deed.'
' That is true, Cu, that not with me . . . and

now I perceive that (I am) not hated by you.' And he

sent Cuchulainn away, and Fergus was brought to him.

And he asked the same thing of him. And this is what

Fergus said to him :

*

I promise not to take your blood/

said Fergus ;

' and yet there is not an Ulsterman whom I

should lay hold of who would not find death and slaughter
from me.'

'It is you who shall go for the children of Uisnech,

royal soldier/ said Conchobar
;

' and set forward to-morrow,'

said he, *for it is with you they will come. And after

coming from the East, betake thee to the fortress of

Borrach, son of Annti, and give your word to me that so

soon as they shall arrive in Ireland, they will be allowed

neither stay nor rest, so that they come that night to Emain
Macha.'

(To be continued.)
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A FEW RFYMED PROVERBS

Douglas Hyde, LL.D.

(An Craoibhin Aoibhinn)

The Gael both in Ireland and Scotland is an inveterate

believer in aphorisms. No race, that I have ever heard of,

uses proverbs to the same extent that he does in his ordinary-

conversation. The Scottish branch of the family have long

ago perceived this and taken pains to preserve to posterity
the sayings in which lie embedded the compressed wisdom
of their forefathers. In Erin it has been different. A few

small collections have been put together in a desultory

manner, but nothing has been done as yet that is in any way
full, much less exhaustive. The following are some speci-

mens of rhymed proverbs, chiefly from Connacht, from

a collection which I have been making for some years. They
have nearly all been recovered orally, and they may interest

those who are acquainted with the ripe store of aphorisms

possessed by the Scottish Gael.

On Noble Breeding versus Learning

Dias mhac do bhi ag fear ^igin,

Fear-leighin agus tuata,

Nior chleireach fear an leighin,

Agus budh chleireach an tuata.

Dlighe daoi tuighe teagaisg,
Teirce oidis do thriath treorach,

Tuigeann fear leighin leath-fhocal,

Acht ni beag
* nod '

do'n aineolach.

i.e. A certain man had two sons,

And one was learned, and one unlearned,
The learned man was not a cleric,

A cleric the man unlearned turned.

You must thatch with learning the dunce's head,
But the wise well-bred his books has spurned,

If a half-word does for the man of learning,
A nod 's enough for the wise unlearned.
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The allusion in the penultimate line is to the well-known

saying,
*

Tuigeann fear leighin leath-fhocal/ i.e. *a man
of reading understands half a word/

A noble family should have noble children, as this verse

teaches, and they should hold together and stick to their

clan.

Aithnighthear ar thoradh na gcrann
Uaisle na bhfreamh 6 'bhfdsaid,

Gach geag leis an ng^ig 6 a dtig

Ag dul leis an bhfreimh 6 a dtdinig.

i.e. The knowing will know by your fruits

If noble the roots that you grow from,
Each branch of the branches should cling
To the stock that they spring from or flow from.

No amount of learning can teach an upstart to behave
like a born chief,

Tar eis gach foghluim a's gach oidis

D'a bhfuair an dailtin, mac an daoi,

Briseann an duthchas trid a shiiilibh,

Tar 6is a chiirsa 'chur i gcrich.

i.e. He may have teachers great and wise,

Yet every son of every clown

The boorishness breaks through his eyes,

For all the learning they cram down.

nor does the boor or the upstart understand the poet.

Gad gainmhe 6 thraigh go trdigh,
No heart gaoithe ar ghualainn,

lonnann sin, a's ddn do labhairt

Ameasg daoine tuatha.

i.e. It is weaving sea-sand for a rope,
In the hope to go binding the wind.

The repeating a stanza or rann

To the low-born man or the hind.

On Youth

Og gach neach i n-aois 6ige,

Og aris gach sean6ire,

Og deireadh aoise gach duine,

Deireadh gach sean-aoise, 6ige.
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Young is the infant helpless youth !

And young again the old man in sooth,

The same is the first and the last age,

For the end of age is helpless youth.

Beranger's grand m^re who regretted her youth so bitterly

Combien je regrette
Mon bras si dodu,

Ma jambe bien faite

Et le temps perdu.

had her Irish prototype who prayed :

Athchuingim ar Dhia do bheith 6g aris,

Athchuingim ar Chriost do bheith deas,

M' fhiacla do bheith dliith, daingean, geal,

Agus tri triiir do bheith im' shearc.

i.e. I would ask of God to be young once more,
And of Christ once more to be fair to see,

My teeth to be pearly and close and nice,

And thrice three lovers in love with me.

But the usual opinion on youth is summed up in the

rather safe distych :

Is luachmhar an nidh an (5ige

Do 'n te chuireas i ar f6ghnamh.

i.e. Youth is a precious thing and good
For him who shall use it as he should.

Family Kelationships

Is mac duit do mhac go bp6star e,

Acht is inghean duit d' inghean go dt^idh tu san gcre.

i.e. Your son is your son till he marries a wife,

But your daughter 's your daughter the whole of her life.

A morose prophecy runs :

Beidh tu buaidheartha go bp6sair,
'S as sin amach gan suaimhneas go de6 'gad !

i.e. You '11 not be easy until you 're wed,
Nor easy thereafter until you 're dead !
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Not more comforting, if more true, is the following :

Bean mhic agus mdthair cheile,

Mar a bheith cat agus luch le cheile.

i.e. A daughter-in-law and her mother-in-law,
Like a mouse and a cat, all paw and claw.

The summer or Sunday girl was known in Ireland, too, as

an utterly incalculable quantity, as hard to judge as a sheep
with its new autumn fleece on.

An dd rud is deacra do thoghadh
Caora fh6ghmhair, no cailin Domhnaigh.

i.e. Most hard to choose (should you wish to keep)
Are a Sunday girl or a Harvest sheep.

A reminiscence of some Celtic Lear if indeed Lear were
not himself a Celt may have prompted

Go mbuailidh an diabhal i gcuinc a mhuinil

An te thiubhras a chuid do mhac no d' inghin.

i.e. With his slaughtering axe let the devil slaughter
The fool who gives all to his son or his daughter.

The following vivacious if humiliating little rann has

a strangely modern air about it :

Bionn duine be6 gan a dhaoine

Acht ni bheidh se be6 gan gal 'na phlopa.

i.e. A man can live without his folk,

But he cannot live without his smoke.

The following lines would indicate that honesty, if the

best policy, is still only a poor policy at times.

Is deacair d' fhear gan cor gan cam
Bean agus clann do th6gbhail.

i.e. To the man who swerves not from what is straight
Wife and child are a heavy weight.

On the subject of poverty the Irish themselves some
of the poorest people in the western world have rhymed
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and jested and mocked and aphorised in volumes. The

following ranns may serve as specimens :

On Poverty

Mo chrddh-sa an bochtanacht, is mairg da 'r ceile i,

Gidh gur drd a's gur aoibhinn a mholas an chleir seo i,

Gach a bhfuil diobh ar thalamh 's i bhflaitheas i n-6infheacht

(Mise mo bhannaidh) go dtreigfidis fein i.

i.e. A poor thing is poverty, and I smile rather slily

When I hear our good clergy come praising it highly,

For on earth or in heaven no cleric would sorrow

To part with his poverty quickly to-morrow.

Still keener is this other verse :

An bochtanas, ni mholaim a's ni chainim i,

Acht ni'l neach do bheith d'a mholadh liom, nach aige b' fhearr Horn i !

An bocht a bhios folamh, gan dird gan c6im,

Is mor 's an tsolus e, is toirtmhear le cdch a mh^id.

i.e. I neither praise poverty, nor at it repine,

But who praises me poverty, I would let him have mine !

The poor man despised without money or food or wine,

He is in the light always, despite how the sun may shine.

I hope these few gleanings from a field as yet unreaped

may be of interest. I cannot conclude without a word of

heartfelt admiration for the success and assiduity with which

the Scottish Gael has collected the unwritten literature of

the people from their own mouths, setting a splendid example
before us Irishmen, which it is not yet too late for us to follow.

THE STUDY OF HIGHLAND PLACE-NAMES

W. J. Watson

Although much has been written about our Scottish names
of places, we are as yet very far from possessing anything
like a complete or satisfactory account of them. Nothing
on the subject so far approaches, for example, the work of

Dr. Joyce on the names of Ireland, or that of Canon Isaac
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Taylor on English Village Names. This may be ascribed

partly to the great difficulty of the subject, aggravated as it is

by the comparative scantiness of ancient and reliable written

forms of names, partly to the fewness of investigators possess-

ing the necessary qualifications of scholarship and opportunity.
It must be admitted, however, that much of the work actu-

ally attempted is sadly lacking in trustworthiness from no

other reason than defective method ; and the remarks that

follow are intended mainly to set forth some principles that

the writer, and others of greater experience than he can

claim, have found trustworthy and helpful in the study of

names which occur in districts where Gaelic is still vernacular.

There, with care and right methods, it is possible to attain a

high degree of certainty in interpretation ;
in districts where

Gaelic has long died out, and where, accordingly, our sole

data are old spellings and modern English pronunciations,

the case is different.

In dealing with the names of a Gaelic-speaking district

the first duty of the investigator is to ascertain with accuracy
the native Gaelic pronunciation. For small areas this is a

comparatively easy matter ; when one has to deal with the

names of a whole Highland county it becomes formidable.

Very little can be done by correspondence, unless one is

fortunate enough to have as correspondent an expert in

Gaelic spelling; and though Gaelic spelling is not really

difficult, such experts are not to be met in every district.

By far the most satisfactory way is to verify the names per-

sonally on the spot ; thus variations may be checked ; the

places themselves can be inspected always an advantage ; in

addition, one picks up names of interest not found on the

maps, as well as local lore in the shape of topographical rimes

and other items of Dinnsenchas. Incidentally one becomes

acquainted with local peculiarities of dialect, which is not

seldom a matter of some importance. It is obvious that to

deal with the whole of the Highlands in this manner is

beyond the capacity of one man, unless he be endowed with

exceptional enthusiasm and leisure. Even with the advantage
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of generous assistance it took the present writer quite four

years to verify the mainland names of his native county of

Ross, and another survey of the ground would doubtless

bring much nev/ material to light. There is therefore in our

Highland counties ample room for many investigators, who

may render inestimable service to the study of topography by
simply writing down in orthodox Gaelic spelling the names
as they are heard on the lips of natives. It is only after such

a process of verification that we are in direct touch with the

name itself as distinguished from Anglified corruptions or

mere map forms. A good example of an Anglified form is

the well-known Altnaharra in Sutherland. As to this name,

quot homines, tot sententiae. It has been explained as Harold's

Burn; Burn of the Heights (c Harris, in Gaelic na Hearradh) ;

Stream with the pillar or rock (carragh) ; Stream of slaughter

(marbhadh) ; and so on. But one and all carefully avoid the

genuine Gaelic form, which is Allt na h-Eirhhe (given by the

Andersons in 1834 as Aultnaharrou or Aultnaherve),^ involving
the old Gaelic word eirhhe, a wall of turf and stones ; 0. Ir.

mrhe, a fence (primarily
*

ribs'). In point of fact the old wall

is there ; a long wall across moor and hill, worth the atten-

tion of antiquaries. I give without comment some more

examples of Anglified names with their forms in modern
Gaelic :

Toward Point (Kothesay). Tollard : Hole Cape.
Loch Eye (E. Ross). Loch na h-Uidhe : Isthmus Loch.

Inchberry (Inverness). Innis a' Bh^raidh : Hurling Mead.

Pitnellies (Tain). Bail' an lanlaith : Bird Stead.

Killiehuntly (Badenoch), Coille Chunndainn : Wood of the

Confluence.

Rhives (Ross). na Ruigheannan : the Slopes.

Rhives (Sutherland). an Ruigheach : the place of Slopes.

Pookandraw (Black Isle). Bog an t-Srath : Bog of the Strath.

Torris Trean (Dingwall). Ton a' Phris Draigheann : Knoll of

the Thorn Clump.

Tornapress (Lochcarron). Treabhar nam Preas : Bush Stead.

1 Anderson's Guide to the Highlands, 1834.
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This list a fairly typical one might be extended inde-

finitely. It includes one name in part Pictish (Killiehuntly),

and one name involving an obsolete word (Inchberry). All

that is required for the understanding of the rest is a fair

knowledge of Gaelic. The question arises : What sort of

explanation could be given of such Anglified forms if we did

not happen to possess the genuine Gaelic ones ? And arising
therefrom the further question : Seeing that all Celtic names
outside the Highland counties have been subjected to similar

treatment in English mouths, how far is a reliable explana-
tion possible where the Gaelic form has been lost? And
there are further complications. The River Garry (Kinloch-

ewe) is in Gaelic a Ghairbhe ; the Inverness Garry is Garadh ;

the Ross-shire River Bran is Bran, the Perthshire is Breamh-
ainn

; English Ml- may stand for Gaelic cill, church, as in

Kil-muir
; cHil, as in Kil-coy, G. Cuil-challaidh ; caol, as Kil-

dary, G. Caol-daraidh, as also for coille, wood. Again, the

Anglicised forms fail to show the quantity of vowels even in

accented syllables ; e.g. in Balfron, we cannot tell whether o

was originally long or short. A knowledge of the Gaelic

forms sweeps away all such difficulties and ambiguities.
The forms of names given in Gaelic spelling on the present

Ordnance Survey Maps require verification in every case. I

give a few typical examples from the map of Ross.

O.S.M. Local Pronunciation.

Beinne na Diollaide (Alness). Bendeallt.

Cnoc Liath Fad (Alness). Cnoc L^ithbhaid (i.e. L^ith Bhaid).
Cnoc a' Ghille Bhronaich (Alness). Cnoc Gille Mo-Bhrianaig.
Cnoc Vabin (Kiltearn). Cnoc Mhabairn.

Feachdach (Kiltearn). an Fhiaclaich.

Sgurr Marc-Suidhe (Contin). Sgurr Marcasaidh.

Loch na Caoidhe (Contin). Loch na Cuithe.

Beinn Aonaclair (Lochbroom). Beinn Eunacleit.

Loch na Doire Seirbhe (Loch- Loch Doire na h-Eirbhe.

broom).

It is satisfactory to know that this outrageous mangling of

our Gaelic names will be largely rectified in the forthcoming
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issue of the Ordnance Survey. As far as Gaelic forms of

names go, the present maps are most deceptive.
It will be legitimately asked : To what extent have the

Gaelic forms themselves suffered corruption ? All language

changes, and Gaelic is not exempt. A distinction, however,
must be drawn between the orderly phonetic changes that

take place within the language itself in the course of its

development, and those corruptions which are the result of

transferring Gaelic names to a language so very different in

its genius as English. Now through Gaelic we have had
handed down to us three different classes of names, Pictish,

Scandinavian, and Gaelic. It is, I believe, safe to say that

the changes undergone by names of purely Gaelic origin have
been mainly, if not almost wholly, those incidental to the

language itself. The modern Gaelic forms of such bear the

mark of authenticity on their faces. Even old Gaelic words
now obsolete are regularly found in perfect preservation ; e.g.

eirbhe, fasadhy eileag,faithir, sedlaid. The chief difficulty
and it is not serious is in connection with unaccented

syllables following on prefixed adjectives, nouns, and pre-

positions, where the strong accent on the prefixed part causes

slurring of the rest. As an example of the prefixed adjective

may be taken Loch na Shanish, dear to the skaters and curlers

of Inverness. This is Loch na Seanninnse, Loch of the Old

Haugh or Meadow. A prefixed noun is seen in Pliccaird

near Poolewe, from Ploc-dirdy Lump-cape ; here a is short-

ened. A good example of the prefixed preposition at work
is Ettridge in Badenoch, G. Eadrais for Eadar dha Eas,
Between two Falls. Another is Ardroil in Lewis for Eadar
dha Fhaoghail, Between two Fords. The total number of

such formations is relatively small. The general stability
of Gaelic names may of course be tested by comparison
with charter forms, to which they supply the best key.

Very old spellings, often unintelligible by themselves, at once

light up when brought in contact with the modern Gaelic :

e.g. Kennachrowe, 1362, G. Geanna-ruigh, Head of the Hill

Slope ; Nevoth, 1274, G. Neimhidh, Churchland (Gaul.
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Nemeton); Culderare, 1611, G. Cuilt-eararaidh, Nook of

Parching, etc.

Norse names transmitted through Gaelic show great re-

gularity of treatment as a whole, combined with local peculi-
arities. Gaelic regularly preserves the quantity of accented

syllables, in itself a very great advantage, for the accented

syllable is the business part of the name. In unaccented

syllables the quantity is lost, e.g. d-mot, river-meet, confluence,

becomes in Gaelic always dmaid, Amat. Unaccented syllables
are liable also to slurring and curtailment, e.g. dr-skiki, river-

strip, becomes drscaig^ Arscaig ; Inverasdale (a hybrid) is in

Gaelic Inbhir-dsdal, but as old forms give Inver-aspedell, we
know that we are dealing with Norse aspidalr, Aspendale.
In this latter case without the old forms we should have been

helpless, but fortunately it is an exceptional one. Detailed

consideration of Gaelic treatment of the Norse vowels and

consonants would occupy too much space, and I have attempted
it elsewhere.^ The account there given will doubtless be im-

proved and extended in the light of further research. Among
local peculiarities may be noted the treatment of bolstadr,

which becomes Bosta, and terminally -hoi, -host, -hus. lAn-setr,

flax-shieling, becomes in Sutherland Lianasaid, Linside, in

Lewis Liseadar, Linshader. Examples of regular treatment

are : Isle Tanera, G. Tannara, N. Hafnar-ey, Haven-Isle ;

Trotternish, G. Trdndarnais, N. Throndar-neSy Thrond's Cape;

Ard-heslaig, N. hesla-vik, Hazel Bay ; Loch Ranza, G. Eaonasa,
N. reynis-d, Rowan Water; Miavaig, N. mj6-vik, Narrow

Bay ; Stornoway, G. Stedrnabhadh, N. Stjorna-vagr, Steerage

Bay; T511, N. hoi, hiU ; Slattadale, G. Sleiteadal, N. SUttr-

dalr, Evendale ; G. Tdrasdal, N. Th&ris-dalr, Thorir s Dale.

The treatment of Pictish names in Gaelic is naturally a

delicate question. One has to make up his mind as best he

may as to what Pictish was : in the view of the present writer

it was a Celtic language of the Cymric type, i.e. of the

P-group. One of the most indubitably Pictish names in

Scotland is Porin in Strathconon, G. Forainn, cf Welsh pa^ur,
* Flace-Names of Bois and Cromarty, lyii. seqq.
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pasture ; poriantj pasturage. This is the root that appears so

often in the aspirated form of -four, e.g. Pit-four, Bal-four,

Doch-four, Inch-fuir. Another is Strath-pefFer, G. Srath-

pheoJTiair, cf Welsh pefr, sparkling. There are several Peffer

streams in Scotland. With Welsh cardden, a brake, may be

compared the numerous Urquharts, a name which Adamnan

gives as Airchartdan
; {air

= on, by) ;
Woodside ; the Gaelic is

Urcha{r)dain. The same element appears in Kin-cardine,

G. Cinn-chardairif sl fairly common name ;
also in Garden,

Cardenden, and probably Pluscarden. With Allt Aradaidh
in Contin and Inver-arity, cf Welsh araf, slow ; Gaul. Avar,

In these safe examples, which might be extended, we have

the advantage of being able to compare with well-known

Welsh words : they go to show that Gaelic preserves Pictish

much as it has preserved Norse. Here also may be observed

the natural tendency to drop unaccented syllables, e.g.

Drum-derfit, of old Drumdafurde, Drumdervate, Drumdar-

wecht, is in modern Gaelic Druima-diar, with which may
be compared the name of the monastery of Deer. Similarly

Cromarty, Crumbauchtyn, 1264, is in G. Cromba\ based on

G. crom, Welsh crwm, bent.

The Pictish element in our Highland place-names is much

stronger and more widespread than is generally supposed. It

is really only beginning to be investigated, and it is to be

hoped that ere long we shall be able to speak more definitely

about its representation in Gaelic. There are abundant

remains of it awaiting discussion.

Reference has already been made to the use of old written

forms. It is, of course, advisable to procure these when they
are accessible, e.g. from the Registers of the Seal, the Exchequer

Rolls, and the Retours, now published in convenient form.

Still older and far more valuable forms are to be met in

the Chronicles of the Ficts and Scots, in the Irish Annals

(occasionally), in Adamnan's Life of Columba, in Nennius and

others. Oldest of all are the few names preserved by the

geographer Ptolemy and the classical writers. The value of

charter forms, etc., found in the Record Publications and else-
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where, is best tested by confronting them with the modern

Gaelic. Occasionally, especially in the case of Norse names,

they are really important ; as a rule, wherever the genuine
Gaelic can be found, they are merely ancillary. A case

in point is Paisley: the Records are quoted thus: 1157,

Passeleth ; 1158, Paisleth ; but the modern Gaelic is Faislig,

known widely in Argyll. Here there can be no doubt that

the Gaelic is the real name, representing 0. Ir. baislec, Lat.

basilicaj a church. In the Records either th was originally

written for ch, or c was misread as i, as very often happens.
Of the numerous minor points which experience has shown

to be important, a few may be noted.

In Gaelic names the qualifying part regularly follows the

generic part the adjective follows the noun. Quite often,

however, there is met an old usage of prefixing the adjective,

e.g. Dugaraidh for Duhh-garaidh. This occurs only in the

case of monosyllabic adjectives referring chiefly to colour,

shape, size. In Norse names the qualifying part comes first,

a rule to which there is no exception.
In both Gaelic and Norse compound names the accent

falls ''on the qualifying word noun or adjective whether

prefixed or not. Thus Norse names are always accented on
the first syllable; the accentuation of Gaelic compounds
varies with the position of the qualifying part. Gaelic un-

compounded names are always accented on the first syllable ;

the same is true as a rule of compounds where the first part
is a preposition, e.g. Conchra, Contullich, where con has the

same force as Lat. curriy together.
Names of pure Gaelic origin are regularly used with the

definite article. Exceptions to this are rare and well defined.

The presence of the article is usually a sure sign that the

name with which it goes is either pure Gaelic or borrowed
into Gaelic and naturalised. Norse names are very rarely
found with Gaelic article, except in Lewis, where it is not

so uncommon. No Pictish name has been found with the

article.

In Celtic nomenclature the river regularly gives its name
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to the loch whence it issues, the strath, glen, or corry through
which it flows, and the place where it falls into the sea or

another stream. The loch is regarded as the reservoir of

the river ; thus Adamnan speaks of Loch Awe as Stagnum
jluminis AhcB, and of Loch Ness as Stagnum Jluminis Nesce,

A typical example is the River Naver, Ptolemy's Nabaros,
which gives Loch Naver, Strathnaver, Invernaver. This is

of great importance in dealing with names of lochs, straths,

and glens, which are often Pictish and very diiEcult.

The names of parishes are usually taken either from the

name of the ancient parish church or from its site. Examples
of the former are the numerous parish names in Kil-,

such as Kilmuir, Kilmorack, Kilmonivaig ; the second part
here is the name of the saint commemorated in the dedica-

tion. From the name of the spot where the church was
situated come such parish names as Logie, Contin, Resolis,

Nigg, Daviot.

In all districts where two or more languages have been

spoken in succession, hybrid names are apt to appear, i.e.

compound names, the constituent parts of which belong to

different languages. These hybrids all arise in much the

same way, and show the same characteristics. In the north

and west of Scotland, for instance, the Norsemen left a

number of names which remained as a legacy to their Gaelic-

speaking successors. The latter, soon forgetting the mean-

ing of these foreign names, or in some cases probably never

having known it, added on descriptive Gaelic terms as they
found occasion, the result being often unconscious tautology.
Hence names such as Loch Seaforth meaning Loch Sea-firth ;

Ardtornish, Cape Tornish, i.e. Cape Thori's Cape ; Camastrol-

vaig, Bay of Trolvaig, i.e. Bay of Troll-Bay ; Strathhalladale,

i.e. Strath Holy-Strath; Glendibidale, i.e. Glen Deepdale.
Here we have tautology. Slightly different are such names
as Ardshieldaig, Cape of Shieldaig, or Cape of Herring Bay ;

Coir Atadail, Corry of Attadale, and such like. In no case

do we find a real organic union between the parts. It would

be impossible to find Norse vik, bay ; ey^ island ; nes, cape ;
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dalr, dale ; Jjordr, firth ; a, river, qualified by a Gaelic

adjective. Less unthinkable would be an old Celtic name

qualified by a Norse adjective, but in point of fact this

does not seem to occur. Here again there are some highly

interesting exceptions, all curiously involving the same

element. Goatfell is in Gaelic Gaodahheinn, N. Geita-^all,

Goathill ;
Blaven in Skye is Blabheinn for BM-:Qall, Bluehill ;

Sulven in Assynt is Sidlebheinn for Siilafjall, Pillar Fell
; cf.

also Busven, G. Badhaisbheinn in Gairloch. In these cases it

appears that Norse J^all was translated into Gaelic heinn^

hill. This proceeding seems unique.

In dealing with a large collection of names from a wide

area where different conditions have prevailed in different

localities, certain broad peculiarities or distinctions come into

prominence. Among such is the geographical distribution of

certain generic terms. In Ross, for instance, haile, a stead,

Scottish
'

toon,' is extremely common on the east coast ; on

the west there is practically only one instance, Balmacarra.

On the other hand, with achadh, field, exactly the reverse is

the case : achadh, acha, achd, ach, swarm on the west coast

of Boss ; they are rare on the east coast. Both, sl booth, hut,

appears only once with certainty in Ross : Boath, G. na
Bothachan, the places of Booths, paralleled in the Black Isle

by na Peiteachan, the places of Pits. In Sutherland no
instance of both occurs to me. But along the south side of

the Great Glen hoths swarm from Bunachton near Inverness

G. Both Neachdain, Nectan's Booth, to Bohuntin in Glenroy,
G. Both ( C)hunndamn, Booth of the Confluence. Epidemics
of hoths will be found elsewhere also ; but not north of the

Great Glen.

It is but fitting to recall that to the departed editor of

the former Scottish Celtic Review we owe, among other

services, the first scientific treatment of Scottish names of

places. May our new Celtic Review, now happily inaugurated,

long continue to advance the work in which Dr. Cameron
led the way.
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CAOL EEATHAINN

mar a fhuaib e an t-ainm

Alexander Oarmichael

Air am airidh, air do na Feinn tighinn dhachaidh bho n

t-seilg do thaigh Farbheil, aig bonn Farbheinn ann an

Ardnamurachan, bha ioghnadh mor orra na mnathan aca

fhaotainn cho reambar, geal, boidheach, oir bha 'n t-sealg fior

ghann air na Feinn aig an am. Chuir na Feinn rompa gu 'm

bitheadh fios aca gu de a bha na mnathan aca faighinn g' an

deanadh mar so ; agus an uair a dh' fhalbh iad a rithist gus
an t-seilg dh' fhag iad Conan, fear diubh fhein, aig an taigh, a

chum so fhaotainn a mach. Rinn Conan faire agus 's e am
biadh a bha aca, barr a challtuinn air a bhruich agus iad ag
ol an t-suigh. Tha e air a radhainn cuideachd, gu 'n robh iad

g' an nigheadh fhein leis. Thuig na mnathan gu m b' ann g am
faire fein a chaidh Conan fhagail aig an taigh agus bha fearg
mor orra.

Anns an oidhche, an uair a laigh Conan a sios gu cadal

cheangail iad fhalt ri da stob a chuir iad 's an talamh, air

gach taobh de cheann. Chaidh na mnathan an sin a mach

gu beul an taighe agus bhuail iad am basan agus dh' eubh
iad na creachan le guileag mor gus an do dhuisg iad

Conan. Leum Conan air a chois le cabhaig mhoir, ach

dh* fhag e pairt de fhalt agus de sheic a chinn ceangailt ris

na stuib.

An uair a fhuair Conan na mnathan a stigh, chuir e teine

ri fraoch gorm agus ri connadh glas am beul an taighe, a chum

agus na mnathan a mharbhadh leis an toit.

Bha na Feinn aig an am so anns an Eilean Sgitheanach,
mu choinneamh taigh Farbheil air taobh eile Chaol Reathainn,

agus an uair a chunnaic iad an teine agus an toit ag eiridh

suas ghlaodh iad gu h-ard a bualadh an lamh chli air clar an

aodainn, agus an suilean air an speur. Ruith iad aJ sin gu 'n
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cuid mhnathan a thearnadh ach bha 'n caol eadar iad 'a

an taigh ; ach le 'n lannan leum iad an caol ach aon fhear

mac Reathainn. Thuit mac E-eathainn anns a chaol agu
chaidh a bhathadh, agus bho 'n latha sin gus an la 'n diugh
lean Caol Reathainn mar ainm ris a chaol.

Fionnachas luath air bantrachd Fheinn,

'S leum gach fear air barr a shleagh
Ach dh' fhag iad mac Keathainn 's a chaol.

Gu sealbhach thainig na mnathan uile troimhe ach aon no
dithis dhiubh, o 'n rinn na Feinn dean-ruith g' an teasruig.
Bha na Fiann ann am fearg mhor ri Gonan, air son mar a rinn

e, agus rug iad air a chum a chuir gu bas. Dh' iarr Gonan
mar fhabhor gu 'n rachadh an ceann a thoirt dheth le Mac-an-

Luinn claidheamh Fhinn mhic Gumhail, nach fagadh fuigheal
na dheigh, agus a mhac fhein, an Garabh, ga bhualadh air

sliasaid Fhinn. Ghaidh so a cheadachadh dha, ach chaidh

an toiseach seachd seichean glasa, seachd cuailtean connaidh,

agus seachd tirinn de riasg gorm, a chuir air muin sliasaid

Fhinn. Ghaidh ceann Ghonain a leagadh air a sin agus
bhuail an Garabh, a mhac fein, an ceann deth le Mac-an-

Luinn, agus

Cha bu lionmhoire crois 's an dearna

Na cuislean geairrte an sliasaid Fhinn.

Dh' fheoraich an Garabh dhiubh an sin c' aite an robh na

Feinne, oir bha e air dol air a chuthach, agus thubhairt iad ris

gu 'n robh iad gu h-iosal foidhe. Ghabh e 'n sin sios gus an

do rainig e a' mhuir agus shlachdanaich e a' mhuir gus an do

bhath se e fein innte.

LITERAL ENGLISH

CAOL REATHAINN (kYLE RHEA) HOW IT GOT THE NAME

On a certain time when the Feinn had come home from the

chase to the house at Farabheil, at the foot of Farabhein in

VOL. 1. .
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Ardnamurchan, they were surprised to find their wives so

fet and fair and comely, for the chase was very scant at

that time with the Feinn. The Feinn put before them that

they would know what their wives were getting to make
them thus, and when they went away again to the hunt they
left Conan, one of themselves, at the house so that he might
find this out. Conan kept a watch, and the food that they
had was the hazel top boiled, and they were drinking the

bree. It is said, too, that they used to wash themselves with

this. The women understood that it was to watch themselves

that Conan had been left at home, and there was great anger

upon them. In the night when Conan lay down to sleep they
tied his hair to two stakes which they put into the ground
on each side of his head. Then the women went out to the

front of the house and they struck their palms and cried
* the harryings

'

with great lamenting till they wakened
Conan. Conan sprang on his feet with great haste, but he

left part of the hair and of the skin of his head fast to the

stakes. When Conan got the women within, he set fire to

green heather and grey faggots in front of the house, so that

he might kill the women with the smoke.

The Feinn were at this time in the Island of Skye, opposite
to the house of Farabheil on the other side of Caol Keathainn,

and when they saw the fire and the smoke rising up they
called out loudly, striking their left hands on the fronts of

their faces (foreheads) with their eyes on the sky. They
ran to succour their set of wives, but the strait was

between them
; but with their spears they leaped the strait

all but one, the son of Reathainn. The son of Reathainn

fell in the strait, and he was drowned, and from that day
till this day

* the Strait of Reathainn
'

has stuck as a name
to the strait.

Valour swiftly for the women of the Feinn,

And each one leapt on the point of his spear.

But they left the son of Reathainn in the strait.

By good fortune the women all came through it but one or
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two of them, for the Feinn made mighty running to aid them.

The Feinn were in great wrath with Conan for what he had

done, and they caught him to put him to death. Conan asked

as a favour that his head should be taken off him with Mac-

an-Luinn, the sword of Fionn mac Cumhail, that would not

leave a shred behind it, and that his own son Garabh should

smite him on the thigh of Fionn. This was allowed him, but

first seven grey hides and seven faggots of firewood and seven
'

tirinn
'

of green turf were laid on the top of Fionn's thigh.
Then the head of Conan was laid on that and Garabh his son

struck the head off him with Mac-an-Luinn.

The crosses in the palm were not more numerous
Than the severed veins in the thigh of Fionn.

Then Garabh asked them where were the Feinn, for he had

become mad, and they said to him that they were down below

him. Then he went down till he reached the sea, and he

lashed at the sea till he drowned himself in it.

Note. The above version of this legend was taken down
in the Island of Islay in 1860 ; another version, taken down in

the Island of Skye in 1861, has it that ' Garabh
'

was the man
left with the women, but does not give the reason for his

being so left behind. According to the Skye version

Garabh's petition was that Oscar, the son of Ossian, should

cut ofi" his head. A certain plausibility is given to the

Islay version by the character commonly assigned to Conan
of being rash and cross-tempered. The closing incidents,

the madness and the beating of the waves and finally being
drowned by them, are also attributed to Cuchulainn after

he had killed in single fight his only and unknown son
Connlaoch.

[The above tale may be compared with the poem which follows. Ed.]
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GAEABH AGUS NA MNATHAN

Malcolm Mac Farlane

The Rev. Patrick Mac Donald, minister of the Parish of

Kilmore, and a native of Sutherland, made a collection of

186 vocal melodies of the Highlands, in the latter end of the

18th century. He grouped the melodies under the follow-

ing heads : North Highland airs, 86 ; Perthshire airs, 28 ;

Argyllshire airs, 41
;
and Western Isles airs, 31. The prin-

ciple which he followed in allocating them is not apparent ;

but it is very likely that he placed them according to the

localities in which he himself found them, without paying

regard to where the subject-matter belonged to. I myself
think that, while most of the melodies named * North High-
land' are properly so named, the other three groups overlap
one another very much. In some of the earlier collections

of Gaelic poetry the reader is referred to Mac Donald's book

for the airs of a few of the songs given; but, during the

century throughout which Mac Donald's airs have been before

the public, no attempt has, apparently, been made to find

the words of the songs and adapt them to the music. During
the last few years, however, Mr. Henry Whyte and I have

succeeded in bringing together a number of songs and airs

recorded in Mac Donald s book. Mac Donald was a fiddler,

and, very likely after having learned to play the melodies

which he wanted, he recorded them as he remembered them.

Hence, probably, when sets of melodies preserved by him are

tested by the words and by recently recorded sets of the

music, they are found in a number of cases to be somewhat

fancy sets, more adapted for playing than for singing. But,

on the whole, Mac Donald's notes go fairly well to the syllables

of the words very much better than those recorded by

Captain Eraser of Knockie, most of whose settings are

purely instrumental and modernised.

Among the Argyllshire airs are given eight Ossianic
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ballad airs, and these I have been trying for some time back

to fit to their respective words. When I first attempted the

work I gave it up in despair. My difficulty was to find

where the lines began and ended. There is not much melody
in any of the airs, and the cadences are consequently not

well marked. In some cases, when I had, as I thought, found

the cadences, and proceeded to lay them out according to the

lines, I was left with a number of superfluous bars of music.

An instance of this kind is
* Garabh agus na Mnathan.' I

conjectured that there was a refrain ; and so it seems to be.

No hint of a refrain is given along with the words in Leabhar

na Feinne. I therefore made one after the pattern of those

at page 198 of that book, for the purpose of illustrating the

music.

This ballad is known under a variety of names :

'

Losgadh
Bruth Farbairn,'

'

Garabh,'
*

Losgadh Farmail,'
*

Losgadh

Tigh Farala 's gun an Fheinn aig a' bhaile.
'

Mac Donald names
it

* Laoidh Ghara 's nam ban,' the grammar of which is not

above suspicion. In Dr. Smith's Seann Dana, 1787, the

theme of this ballad is made to serve as the groundwork of
'

Losga Taura.' Only a score or so of lines of the real ballad

are made use of The remainder is a poetical elaboration

evidently of the Doctor's own creation, better than Mac-

pherson's work, but utterly unlike the ballad, which is mere

rhymed narrative and as wooden as can well be. In dealing
with the words, I have drawn upon all the variants I can find,

to make a connected whole ;
but I have not gone minutely

into this part of the work, and the following verses are only
to be regarded as a draft on which to make improvements as

better readings suggest themselves.

In dealing with the music, I have taken very slight
liberties with it. As the instruction accompanying the

music in Mac Donald's book is 'very slow,' I have made
crotchets of his quavers. I have raised the pitch one note,

and have also had to divide the notes ending the first and
third lines into two notes to suit the words of the first

verse. But practically no change is made in the tune. The
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versification is rugged, and every stanza requires its own
division of the time.
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h6 horo hao
;
Bheir ml hd horo hao

;
Bheir mi hoireann o a hao.

1. La do chaidh Fionn le Fhianntaibh

Gu srath liathghlas Innse Fail,

Shuidhich sinn ar lomhainn ghasda
Air feadh nam beann a b' fhaisge laimh.

Seisd. Bheir mi ho horo hao ;

Bheir mi ho horo hao ;

Bheir mi hoireann o a hao.

2. Ei oath leigear feadh nan gleanntan ;

Gu binn, labhrach, calma bha'd
;

'S leag sinn air na learga glasa
Feidh nan glacag is nan ard.

3. Dh' fhag sinn Aodh nan c6rn buadhach,

Oigridh shuairce nan ciil cam
Le croinn-chiuil a labhradh ro-bhinn

Mar eoin air bharraibh nan crann.

4. Dh' fhag sinn Garabh mac Morna
An taobh an talla an leabaidh uir ;

Laidh suain gu trom air a rosgaibh,
'S a cheann air a' bhrat chorcair, chluimh.
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5. Comhairle d cinn air bheag ceille

Aig ban-treubhaich nam folt cam :

Cheangail iad air dealgaibh gasda
Folt an laoich an glacaibh chrann.

6. Aisling a chunnaic mac Morna,
Air bhi dha 'na chodal f6il :

Gu 'n robh e fein an aite diomhair

Gun iomradh air Fianntaibh Fail.

7. An sin mhosgail mac Morna
A caslaigeadh a chodal trom

;

Dhealaich an tonn ris an ionchainn,

'S fhuil nach b' ionmhuinn sios gu bhonn.

8. Dh' eigh an gaisgeach le misg ch6mhraig ;

Chlisg a dh6chas ; dh6irt a chreuchd ;

Dh' aithnich e c6 dhealbh a le6n :

Bu truagh an g6, 's bu mh6r an sgeul.

9. Air mheud sugraidh ban na Feinne,
Chaidh e' n choille 's cha cheum deas ;

Dhruid na dorsan gu teann cruaidh
;

Thug crionaich air a ghuaille leis.

10. Ghuir e teine ris an oigridh
Dh' iomaradh ce61 an teach nan duan

;

Trath lasadh gu druim an talla

Dh' imich e gu grad d'a uaimh.

11. Siiil gu 'n d' thug e thar a ghualainn

Deagh mhac Cumhail nan gruaidh tlath ;

Chunnaic e ceo talmhaidh dathte :

Tigh Teamhra 'na lasair aird.

12. ' Cumaibh oirbh, a le6ghanna gasda,
Meud 's a mbair dhibh ri m' linn

;

Gabhaibh sud mar chuis anma
Is feuch an teasairg sibh bantrachd Fhinn.*

13. Do bhrigh an d6chais bh' aig na laoich

A liith an cos 's cha bhreith chlaon

Leum gach fear air bh^rr a shleagh
'S chailleadh mac Reath 's a chaol.
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14. Mu 'n d' rainig iad am baile

'S ann bha 'n talla air dol gu cM ;

Chuir Fionn a dhruim ris a' bhalla

Is chaoineadh leis Garabh air thus.

15. Sin, chruinnich Fiann Eireann uile

'S shuidh iad air tulaich nan deur :

* Gur m6r an dith dhuinn ar talla

'S gun ni ann o 'n lionar e.'

1 6. Meud 's a chaidh losgadh 's an talla

Innseam duibh ma 's meamhair leam ;

Ni 'n robh teach bu liutha ceud ann,

'S gach neach air dheagh 6ideadh ann.

17. Bha ceud cupa, ceud f^inne seunta,

Ceud clach bhuadhach 's ceud c6rn cam ;

Ceud bratach uaine dathte

Ghabhadh gaoth an gathaibh chrann.

18. Ceud deacaid, ceud ceannbheart bholgach,
Ceud sgiath le 'n c6mhdach feann ;

Ceud luireach bu loinnireach

Le 'n iir mhaillibh 6rbhuidh ann.

19. Bha ceud macan le 'n earradh sioda;

Bha ceud ribhinn bu ghrinne meur ;

Ceud muime nan ceud macan,
Choisinn cliu an teach nan treun.

20. Bha ceud cuilean le 'm muineal airgid
Anns an teaghlach bu doigh leinn

;

Ceud laoch a choidil le seuntachd,

'S ceud saor-bhean an teach Fhinn.

21. Bha ceud diollaid an d^igh 6radh ann ;

'S ceud leabaidh ch6ir nan crann
;

Ceud sligneach a philleadh urchair ;

Ceud srian bulgach nan each ann.

22. Ceud earradh le 'm brollach airgid,

Le 'n leintibh sr6il fingheal barr;
Ceud craosach le Clann Riridh ;

Ceud tuagh mhilidh bu mh6r ^r.
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23. Ar n-6r 's ar n-uidheam uile

Dh' fhag sinn steach am Brugh Fhinn ;

B' e sin teach nan seuda 16mhar

Far am biodhmaid seinn ce6l gu binn.

24. Chuir Fionn a mheur fo dheud fios ;

Ghabh each mu 'n fhios a fhuair ;

* Leumaibh gu luath ! fear ar falachd

Glacar leibh
;
tha Garabh 's an uaimh.'

25.
*

Thig thusa mach a nis, a Gharaibh,

A mhic Mhorna nan gniomh truagh.'
* Mach d so cha teid mi 'n trath-sa

Gun m' athchuinge araidh iarraidh uait.'

26. Gheibh thu sin, t' athchuinge Araidh,

Dh' aon ni am bheil do dhiiil

As eugmhais t' anam : na h-iarr e,

O tharladh air na Fianntaibh thu.'

27. * Mac an Luinn chur an laimh Oscair,

'S e bhi cosgairt diom a' chinn ;

'S mo bhraghad a chur an giorrad
Air caol sleisde gile Fhinn.'

28. Thainig Garabh a mach 's an uair sin

A dh' fhulang air son a gh6,
Air ti firinn a chumail,

'S sinn am miorun uile dh6.

29. Dh' innis duinn gach ni mar thachair,

'S mar rinn na mnathan a le6n,

'S mar a sgrios e sios gu l^ir iad :

B' e sin duinne sgeul a' bhr6in.

30. Chruinnich sinn, maithean na F^inne,
Air tulaich nan deur, 's bu truagh ;

Bu mh6r an geall leinn air Garabh
Ar talla 's ar triath thoirt uainn.

31. 'S iad clann Phail o Innis Teamhra
Dh' fhuasgail na geasan gu grinn ;

Fhuaradh sin gun iarraidh uapa,
Ni nach truailleadh briathran Fhinn.
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32. Chladhaich iad seachd troidhean toll

*S an tulach ghorm ud os ar cionn
;

'S thiodhlaic iad cas Righ Teamhra
Fo fh6id ghlais na talamh truim.

33. Shin e uaith a bhraghad dochar

An 6iric an olc a rinn ;

Chuir iad an ceann de mhac Morna
Is seachd troidhean de 'n talamh thniim.

34. Leig aiteal a' chuilg nimhe
Fuil dhathte g'a throidh ghil dir

;

'S bu dluithe na driuchd ar dearna

Cuislean geairrt os cionn a' ghluin.

35. Sin chruinnich Fianna aillidh Eireann,

Gu dubhach, deurach, ro thruagh ;

Bu bheag an dith leinn Garabh,
Ach ar triath 's ar talla bhi uainn.

36. Labhair mac Cumhail gu fior ghlic :

* Cum a' chainnt sin 'na tosd
;

Oir cha 'n fhiach ur gl6ir a h-athradh ;

'S le6ir dhuibh na th' agaibh a dh' olc.

37.
* Cladhaichibh uaigh do 'n fhear chalma

;

'S e mac Morna nan giiiomh truagh
Am fear a dh' fhag sprochd air a chairdean ;

Cuireadh e 'san talamh fhuair.'

38. * 'S daor an ceannach ort, a Gharaibh,

Ar mnathan 's ar talla thoirt dhinn ;

Dh' fhig thu Fionn gun bhean, gun tearmunn,

'S cha do choisinn thu tairbhe 'ga chionn.'

LITERAL TRANSLATION

1. A DAY that Finn and his Fians went

To the green straths of Inis-Fal :

We set our fine leashed couples

Among the nearest bens.

Chorus. Veir mi h6 horo hao ;

Veir mi h.6 horo hao ;

Veir mi hoireann o a hao.
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2. To battle we let them among the glens ;

Musical, noisy, resolute they were ;

And we brought down on the green slopes

The deer of the hollows and the heights.

3. We left Aodh of the overcoming horns

And gentle youths of curled hair,

With musical frames that spoke sweetly.

Like birds on the tree-tops.

4. We left Garabh, son of Morna,
In charge of the hall, on a fresh bed(?) ;

Heavy sleep lay on his eyelashes,
And his head on the purple woollen mat.

5. Head-counsel of little sense

From the wavy-haired women :

They tied on strong pins,

In the clutches of frames, the warrior's hair.

6. Then saw Mac Morna a dream,
While in his soft sleep

That he was in a lonely place

Without knowledge of the Fians of Fal.

7. Then woke up Mac Morna,
Startled from his heavy sleep ;

The skin separated from the skull,

And his gruesome blood ran to his feet.

8. The warrior roared in battle fury ;

His hope staggered ;
his wound poured ;

He knew who devised his hurt :

Pitiful their deceit ; great was the tale.

9. In spite of the blandishments of the Fianic women,
He went to the wood not ready the step ;

He shut the doors hard and fast,

He took brushwood on his shoulder with him.

10. He set fire to the youths
That played music in the house of songs ;

When the hall was in flames to its ridge,
He went hastily to his cave.
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11. Happening to look over his shoulder

Good Mac-Cumhal of the warm cheeks

He saw a coloured earthly mist :

Teamhra house in high flame.

12. 'Stay! my splendid lions,

As many as have survived to my time,

Consider that as a life matter,

And try to save the Fianic women.'

1 3. Because of the faith which the warriors had
In their power of foot not wrong their judgment

Every man leapt on the point of his spear ;

And Mac Reath was lost in the strait.

14. Before they reached the homestead,
The hall had gone to ruin ;

Finn set his back to the wall

And wept for Garabh first of all.

15. Then gathered the Fians of Erin all

And sat on the knolls of tears :

Great loss to us our hall

And nought left to fill it again.

1 6. The sum of what was burned in the hall

Let me tell you, if I can recall to mind :

There was never a house had so many hundreds in it,

And every person well clad in it.

17. There were a hundred cups, and a hundred enchanted rings;
A hundred charming-stones, a hundred curved horns

;

A hundred green-dyed banners

That would catch the breeze on the staff-points.

18. A hundred jackets, a hundred bulging helmets,

A hundred shields with their hide covering ;

A hundred burnished suits of armour

With their coats of mail resplendent.

19. There were a hundred lads with their silken garments;
A hundred maidens, shapely fingered ;

A hundred foster-mothers of the hundred youths,
Who had won fame in the house of the brave.
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20. There were a hundred whelps with their silver collars

In the family we loved best ;

A hundred warriors who slept peacefully,

A hundred free women in the house of Finn.

21. There were a hundred saddles newly gilded,

A hundred sockets (?) for the banner staffs
(?),

A hundred scaled coats that would repel shot,

A hundred convex bridles for the horses.

22. A hundred garments with silver breasts.

And their shirts of gauze and fine white bands ;

A hundred spears by Clan Eiri
;

A hundred battleaxes of great slaughter.

23. Our gold and equipment all

We left within the Brugh of Finn :

That was the house of brilliant jewels
Where we were wont to sing sweet music.

24. Finn put his finger under his knowledge-tooth ;

The others acted on the knowledge he got.
*

Leap quickly ! The object of our feud

Garabh you will catch in the cave.'

25. * Come you out now, Garabh,
Son of Morna of the pitiful deeds.'

* Out of this I will not now go
Without asking my special petition from you.'

26.
* You will get your special petition

In anything you may desire

Excepting your life ; ask it not.

Since you happen to be of the Fians.'

27.
* The son of Luinn to be put in Oscar's hand

To cut off my head ;

To shorten my neck

On the thin of Finn's white thigh.'

28. Garabh came out then

To suffer for his guilt.

So that troth might be kept,

And we all in hatred towards him.
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29. He told everything as it happened,

And how the women wrought his hurt ;

And how he destroyed them all :

That was to us a tale of woe.

30. We gathered, the worthies of the Fians,
On the knolls of tears

; and sad were we.

Too much we thought the pledge to Garabh
After taking from us our lord and hall.

31. It was Clann Phail of Inis-Teamhra

Who cleverly relieved the obligations,
Got without asking from them :

A fact which did not sully Finn's words.

32. They dug a hole seven feet deep
In the green knoll above us ;

And they buried the leg of the King of Teamhra
Under the green sod of the heavy land.

33. He stretched from him his unbending neck

In forfeit of the deed he did
;

They took the head off Mac Morna,
And seven feet into the heavy ground.

34. A glint of the venomous blade

Let the blood of his white pure foot ;

And closer than the dew of our palms

(Poured) the cut veins above his knee.

35. Then gathered the beautiful Fians of Erin,

Sad, tearful, and woebegone ;

Little we thought of losing Garabh,
But to lose our lord and hall.

36. Out spoke Mac Cumhal full wisely,
'

Keep that speech in silence.

For your talk is not worth repeating :

Plenty the evil you have.'

37.
*

Dig a grave for the brave one ;

'Twas Mac Morna of pitiful deeds

Who left dejection on his friends ;

Put him into the cold ground.'
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38. * Dear the price paid by thee, Garabh,

For the loss of our wives and our hall
;

You have left Finn without wife, without refuge.

And you won no profit thereby.'

THE CRITICAL STUDY OF GAELIC LITERATURE
INDISPENSABLE FOR THE HISTORY OF

THE GAELIC RACE

Alfred Nutt

[The following lecture was delivered to the National Literary

Society of Dublin, in November 1902, and was printed, exactly as

delivered, in the Society's Magazine. Although specially addressed

to the Gael of Ireland, it may be found not uninteresting to the Gael

of Scotland. Save for a few omissions and verbal changes, I have

left it unaltered. I was concerned with questions of primary interest

in Gaelic literature, and these are the same for all sections of Gaeldom.

But I have appended some remarks upon certain aspects of these

questions which more specially afiect the Scottish Gael, and I have

added a few explanatory or qualifying footnotes.]

A HISTORY of the Gaelic race, at once accurate and detailed,

possessing that vivid and lifelike aspect which nearly alv^ays
results from full and accurate detail, cannot but be desired bv
all who care for that race, whether they belong to it or no.

Where are the elements of that history to be sought, and
what is the value of each element? If I mistake not, few
would answer these questions by placing the rich and varied

romantic and poetic literature of the Gael on the same level

as his chronicles, genealogies, legal and institutional remains,
architectural and archaeological monuments ; nor would they

regard it as contributing aught of primary importance to the

wished-for picture of the evolution of the Gaelic race and its

culture. The paradox I wish to submit to you is that saga
and saint's legend, ballad and romance, vision and satire,

elegy and lyric eulogium of nature (the chief categories of

Gaelic literature) are, on the contrary, elements of first-rate
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importance for the realisation of such a story of the Gaelic

race as shall be of general and world-wide, and not merely
racial and provincial, significance.

And if I succeed in convincing you that this seeming
paradox is in reality the sober statement of a neglected
truth, I would further ask your assent to the proposition
that these elements of your racial history only assume their

true value, only yield up their full secret, when they are

studied with all the resources that modern critical scholarship
has created and elaborated during the past century.

What is the essential import of Gaelic history for humanity
at large ? It is that, like the Scandinavian German, like (but
in a far richer and fuller measure) the Brythonic Celt of

Wales, the Gael has preserved the older barbaric world of

our Aryan and pre-Aryan forefathers almost uncontaminated

by Christian-classic civilisation. Do not misundertand me ;

I would not for one moment place on the same level the

elements which modern European culture has derived from

what may be called Aryan barbarism with those it has

derived from Grseco-Roman civilisation, whether in its Pagan
form or profoundly modified by Christianity. What I do

assert is that Humanity would be immensely the poorer if

Rome had been as successful in the north-west and north

as she was in the south and centre of Europe; if she had

imposed her tongue and culture upon Ireland and Northern

Britain and Scandinavia as she imposed it upon Spain, Gaul,

and Southern Germany. But, and this is my point, Humanity
would be the poorer in the domain of what is imagined rather

than in that of what is realised, in vision and artistry rather

than in political and social organisation. Not that we need

wholly condemn this latter aspect of barbaric, as compared
with Roman culture. We have learned that at every stage
of his upward progress, even the earliest, man has devised

and elaborated forms of social organisation which do not

deserve to perish wholly ; further, that progress is not in-

frequently unjust towards the stage out of which it has

immediately emerged, and that, in a yet later and more
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developed stage, conceptions and practices of the older

world may with advantage be resuscitated and refashioned

for the new and more complex needs of Humanity. But,

give as full weight to these considerations as we may, we
must admit that the political and social organisation of

Aryan barbarism, whether Celtic or Germanic, was inferior

to that elaborated by the genius of Rome that it deserved

to pass away, that it had to pass away if Humanity was to

progress, if the modern world was to be constituted. It is

the pathos of Gaelic history that the Gael clung to his bar-

baric organisation long after the rest of Europe had accepted
and assimilated (with varying degrees of modification) that

of Rome. True, he has in this way preserved certain elements

of social organisation of which the society of the future may
make good use ; but, as a whole, he has been waging a losing

fight, one which, judged from the standpoint of world-history,
it was necessary he should lose. Thus the political and social

history of the Gael, and the incidents through which his

political and social ideals were made manifest, profoundly

interesting as they are to the student as vestiges of an other-

wise unknown past, interesting as they are to the Gael him-

self for what may be called family reasons, have not, and can-

not have, for the world at large, the same interest as the

political and social history of Greece and Rome, or of the

Mediaeval States formed by the fusion of Graeco-Roman and

barbaric cultures. The one is in a backwater, the others in the

main stream of human progress. In themselves the market-

place squabbles of early Athens or Rome, the clan bicker-

ings of Athens and Megara, of Rome and Alba, are materially
as insignificant as the frontier raids of Connaught and Ulster,

or the feuds between Gwynedd and Dyfed ; but the one set

of events has helped to fashion the world of custom and con-

ception in which all the great civilised communities of to-day
are living, the others are simple incidents, picturesque it may
be, but destitute of permanent significance.

Thus the chronicle, the record, the document which alone

as a rule is designated historical, is, as far as the Gael is

VOL. I. D
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concerned, of secondary importance. It deals with an aspect
of his activity, precious in so far as it yields us a picture of

what our Aryan forefather was, before as yet Greece and

Rome were ; but negligible in so far as that activity was

displayed through the medium of a social organisation

destined to perish.

It is otherwise with the document which, instead of

recording what the Gael did, and how he organised his social

life, reveals to us how he imagined the contact of man with

man, or of man with Nature, which sets forth his outlook on

life and death, which depicts his dream of an unreal, or his

denunciation of a real world. For while political and social

forms may, without disadvantage, perish almost utterly, their

place being taken by a more advanced form, the products of

imagination and fancy, no matter at what stage of culture

they originate, cannot vanish without leaving an irreparable

void. The details of archaic social organisation have, in ninety-
nine cases out of a hundred, what may be termed a museum
interest pure and simple. Valuable, infinitely valuable, as

they may be to the student seeking to reconstruct the past,

they are valueless, as a rule, for the practical man shaping
the practical life of the present. But the detail of archaic

emotion or fancy, as preserved to us by archaic artistry, is no

dead and dried museum specimen ;
it lives, it throbs, and in

creative hands it may assume new and more deeply significant

forms of beauty.
I have argued hitherto a priori for the intrinsic inferiority

of the political to the artistic element in the history of Gaelic

culture. But I would ask you for one moment to consider

the historic element, banishing from your minds such pre-

possessions as may legitimately exist, because it is ancestors

of your own whose actions we are considering, banishing also

that student, that museum interest in Gaelic history, which

none of you, I think, can feel more keenly than I do. Con-

sider the historic record purely on its own merits : Whether
O'Neill succeed in levying, or O'Donnell in refusing, tribute ;

whether O'Conor or O'Brien make good his claim to pro-
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vincial or head-kingship ; whether this or that branch of the

clan, in assertion of its tanistry rights, is able to murder or

mutilate the representatives of the rival branch ;
whether

king harry abbot and annex the abbatial treasures, or abbot

defy king, and, by successful intrigue, doom him to death or

flight all this, such of you as have read through the Four

Masters, may perhaps be not indisposed to agree with me
in finding desperately tedious after a while. But this war-

fare of kite and crow, to use the Miltonic phrase, what is it,

you may say, but the staple of all early, all mediaeval history ?

I can only repeat that in the case of Spain or France, of

Germany or Germanic Britain, the bloody and dreary scufflings

have a weight, an import, they have not got in the case of

Ireland. They are, for the most part, incidents in the long
conflict and fusion of the two worlds, Graeco-Roman and

Barbaric, out of which our modern civilisation has emerged,
and as such their echo still rings, howsoever dimly, in our

ears, their stamp is still impressed, almost obliterated though
it be, on the structure of our material life. It is not, I think

you will agree if you turn afresh to the mediaeval records of

Ireland and the Highlands, the facts of lesser scale, of a more

restricted scene of action, a more meagre dramatis personcB,

that render them inferior to those of the remainder of

mediaeval Europe ; it is because the one series of events is

sterile, the others are pregnant.
Certain it is that the record section of Gaelic literature,

the account of the actual deed, or the actual man, is, as

literature, by far the least interesting, and compares un-

favourably, I will not say with such masterpieces of historical

narrative as the Icelandic historical Sagas, or the French

crusading chronicles, but even with the great bulk of mediaeval

chronicles. The Welsh chronicle of the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries is, for instance, notably superior to anything of the

kind in Gaelic.

You may admit this without being ready to follow me in

my preference of the intellectual, the artistic, aspects of

Gaelic culture-evolution over the political, the social. I
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confess it boldly, the Ollamh, who commemorates the exploits
of king and champion, is to me the more interesting of the

two. The rise and fall of a particular fashion of translating

reality through the medium of literature is, in my eyes, a

phenomenon of greater significance than the rise and fall of

this or that noble family. The emergence, the culmination,

the subsidence of a mythic or heroic cycle of legend is, for

me, more illuminating, more revealing, than any shifting of

power from north to west, or from east to south. I will put
the view in the most aggressive form possible. It may be

remembered how, over twelve years ago,^ I hazarded the

conjecture that the emergence of the Finn or Ossianic heroic

cycle in the eleventh-twelfth centuries, and the consequent

deposition of the Ouchulainn, or Ulster, cycle from its place
of pride as the chief, if not almost the sole, great heroic cycle
of the Gael, was connected with, and dependent upon, the

seizure of the head-kingship by Brian and his kin, and the

consequent shifting of political pre-eminence from the north

and east to the south-west. I am afraid no one, save its

father, has ever taken that hypothesis seriously enough to

expend the labour necessary to prove, or to disprove it.

Allow me for one moment to consider it proved. I will then

say further, that, in my eyes, the chief, the most permanent
and pregnant result of the life-activity of the victor of

Clontarf was that it facilitated the growth and spread

throughout all Gaeldom of the hero-tales which told of Finn,
and Oisin, and Oscar.

But this view of the significance of literature as an index

of culture, and as the most faithful exponent of the changes

through which every culture necessarily passes, is closely
bound up with the recognition of the individual capacities
and energies of which literature is the outcome. Behind

every book, every legend, every ballad, every eulogy of the

heroic deed, or every attempt to picture the beauty or terror

of nature there is a man, and a group of men the one more
^ In my 'Development of the Fenian or Ossianic Saga,' Waifs and Strays of

Celtic Tradition, vol. ii., 1889.
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highly gifted than his fellows, more fitted to make words

express what he and they feel, and admire, and detest, but

sharing with them a common fund of traditional lore, a

common conception of life and death, of love and hate.

What we have to realise is, that the whole of this literature,

fashioned in all its varying forms by individuals, won, and

had to win, acceptance at the hands of other individuals, and

once this is realised must we not, I ask, recognise in the

literary record of Ireland a far truer guide in essaying to

reconstruct the mental and moral past of Gaeldom, than is

furnished by the monotonous chronicle of harried borders and

blinded tanists, or the dry notation of clan successes and

failures ?

Recognition of the individual element in the literature

of the past ! Ay, but in the case of Gaelic there is an

indispensable preliminary condition critical study of that

literature.

Open almost any work dealing with Irish literature, and

you will find perpetual references to the Book of Leinster,

or the Book of the Dun Cow, to the Book of Ballymote or

Lecan. You will often see it stated that the particular MS.

cited says this or that ; you will not infrequently find a

tacit assumption that a statement made on the authority
of the MS. must be referable to the date at which the MS.

was compiled. Practices such as these are, unfortunately,
as common with the most illustrious scholars as with the

most unintelligent compilers. Yet they cannot be too strongly

condemned, obscuring, as they do, the fact that Gaelic litera-

ture consists of works separated from each other in date by
hundreds of years, originating among different sections of

Gaeldom, fashioned under diverse conditions, reflecting vary-

ing literary and social ideals. The mediaeval ms. is a library,

not a book. Its contents are no more to be lumped together
without discrimination than are the contents of the British

Museum or the Bodleian. The true history of Israel could

not be written until the various stages of a literature, ex-

tending over centuries, but arbitrarily bound up within the
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covers of one volume, had been discriminated and arranged
in chronological order, and before we can essay the true

history of the Gaelic race we must classify and date the

literary monuments which it has bequeathed to us.

To see in how far this ideal has been realised will enable

U3 to gauge the nature and extent of the task that still

awaits accomplishment. Critical study of Gaelic, as indeed

of mediaeval, literature generally, is unknown before the

nineteenth century. The foundations were laid in Ireland

by the two great native scholars of the mid-century by

O'Curry in his survey of the chief MS. material ; by
O'Donovan in the enormous mass of historical, archseological,

and topographical comment which he supplied to the many
texts, some of first-rate importance, which he edited. Their

labours, and those of their followers, the late W. M. Hennessy
and Dr. Standish Hayes O'Grady, have had considerable and

valuable results. But the spirit in which they worked, the

methods they applied, are antiquarian rather than philological,

or, save in Dr. O'Grady's case, historical ; hence what has

chiefly profited by their work is the record section of Irish

literature, the post-mediseval chronicle, the topographical

poem, the local genealogical or historical tract. Perhaps the

supreme achievement of this, the native school of criticism,

is Dr. Standish Hayes O'Grady's catalogue of the Irish MSS.

in the British Museum. Here the author s searching and

intimate familiarity with the characteristics and circum-

stances of the texts described and analysed by him is pro-
ductive of the most valuable historical results. Incidentally,

I may say that a catalogue of the Royal Irish Academy mss.,

compiled on the same plan, and of equally generous scope,

with that of Dr. O'Grady, would be an inestimable boon to

students.

The native school of criticism left almost untouched the

most interesting and pregnant section of Gaelic literature

that of archaic saga or legend, and can hardly be said to

have attempted the solution of the many problems involved.

Thirty years ago an inquisitive student would have sought
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in vain for an answer to questions such as these :

* What
is the nature of the pre-Christian history of Ireland found

in the mediaeval chronicles, and its relation alike to the

romances of the mythological and to the sagas of the heroic

cycle ?
' ' What is the relation to each other of the various

romances which make up the two great heroic cycles?'
' What is the order of their development ?

' * What is the

place of either cycle in the evolution of Gaelic literature ?
'

* What is their approximate date ?
* * What are the historical

and social conditions to which they testify, and under which

they assumed their extant shape ?
' * In what way, again,

are we to conceive the formal development of all this litera-

ture ?
' * What was its relation to, and influence upon, the

life of the mass of the people ?
' * In what way did it originate,

and by what means was it fostered and perpetuated ?
'

If we are in some measure able to answer questions such

as these, it is chiefly thanks to the labours of two foreign

scholars, Professor Heinrich Zimmer, of Greifswald, and

M. d'Arbois de Jubainville, of Paris. The writings of the

latter, more lucid in presentment, broader in survey, less

estranging and forbidding in method than those of the

German scholar, have been of inestimable service in familiar-

ising Gaelic-English students with the spirit and principles
of modern criticism. I should like to make it an indictable

ofience to place O'Curry's Manners and Customs in the hands
of any student who has not first worked through half a

dozen of the volumes of the Cours de Litterature Celtique; he

would then be able to profitably use the vast collection of

facts brought together by O'Curry, which otherwise, owing
to the radical defect of method, to the complete absence of

critical spirit characterising his work, is more likely to harm
than to help him, to confirm him in an absolutely false view
of Irish antiquity than to aid him in realising its true nature

and import.^ It is, however, to the German scholar that we

* It is, I trust, unnecessary for me to disclaim uny intent to belittle the great
modern scholar to whom Irish studies owe so much. But his memory is best served

by frank recognition of his limitations, and by separating that which is wholly from
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owe the most pregnant and illuminating work in the field

of Irish literary history ; work often marred by prodigious

defects, but wearing upon it the stamp of genius, the impress
of a passionate, enthusiastic, determined will.

What has already been accomplished is, however, trifling

in comparison with what remains to be done. Gaelic literary

history is not, as is the Polar region, a terra incognita ; but

it may be likened to the interior of the African continent

some forty years ago. We can surmise roughly the course

of the great streams; we can plot in loosely the position
of the chief mountain ranges and lacustrine basins. Here
and there a daring exploring raid has revealed the details as

well as the rough outlines of a district. But we have, as for

as the earlier and more interesting portion of Gaelic literature

is concerned, got no fixed points of latitude or longitude ;
we

are destitute of even such rough surveys as may be accom-

plished by the sole aid of the compass and dead reckoning.

Thus, to revert to the list of queries drawn up by my
hypothetical student, whilst we know that that portion
of the pre-Christian history of Ireland, commonly termed

the ' Invasions or Immigrations
'

period is only rationalised

mythology, we are still in the dark concerning the date and
nature of the rationalising process. Nor is it at all clear how
it was affected by the two great external influences to which

early historic Ireland was subjected the introduction of

Christianity in the fourth and fifth centuries ; the Norse

invasions of the ninth and tenth centuries. And, if in its

broad outlines, the mythological character of the personages
of the prehistoric cycle is apparent, their essential nature,

their dominant attributes, the relation in which they stood

to the men who fashioned the romances and annals by which

they are known to us, all this is still dubious and obscure.

Who can deny, I will not say the fascination (that all will

that which is less admirable in his v/ork. (Since this lecture was delivered, Dr.

Robert Joyce has published his Social History of Ancient Ireland, 2 toIs., Longmans,
1903, which is far superior to O'Curry'r. work in the arrangement and criticHl

utilisation of the material.)
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admit), but the importance of determining as precisely as we
can the creed of Erin before she accepted Christianity ? In

so far as this can be accomplished at all, it can only be

accomplished by the most searching cross-examination of all

the texts belonging to the mythological cycle. Again, whilst

we know that the Ulster or Cuchulainn cycle is earlier in

origin and formation than the Finn or Ossianic, and that the

one is in the main the product of northern, the other of

southern Ireland ;
whilst we can be sure that both cycles are

the result of a long evolution of originally mythic themes and

incidents, influenced and moulded by definite historical and

social conditions, and fitted into definite historical frame-

works, yet the extent and importance of either element

myth and history in these cycles have still to be deter-

mined. Again, we can roughly group the sagas of the

Cuchulainn cycle around the Tain ho Cualnge, which must
have assumed very much its present shape not later than the

seventh and eighth centuries. We can see how these tales

of the heroes of the Red Branch attract to themselves and
assimilate many independent groups ofheroic legend. We can

dimly discern the historic conditions which raised an Ulster

Kinglet, Conchobor (who, recollect, is scarcely even mentioned

by the ofiScial annalists), to a position equivalent to that of

Arthur in British, or Charlemagne in French romance ; but

in each case the details of the process involved are hidden

from us. So, too, it is evident that the Ossianic cycle, as

such, only springs into prominence after the period of the

Norse invasions, and that in its extant form, it has been

profoundly influenced by events of that period. But the

nature and extent of that influence are obscure in the

extreme, whilst the true character of the themes and person-

ages of the cycle and the relation of the completed tales to

the men who told and heard them, are even more perplexing
than in the case of the Ulster cycle. There exist, likewise,

numerous small local heroic cycles, the relation of which,
alike to the professed historic annals, and to the two great
heroic cycles, can only be conjectured at present ; yet the
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determination of that relation would throw light upon the

real relations subsisting between the various Irish provinces
and tribes. Again, not the least interesting section of Irish

literature comprises a number of what may be called religious
heroic sagas, the evidence of which may, or may not be,

essential to the true history of the way in which Christianity
was accepted by and influenced the early Irish. Finally,

although we are fairly well informed concerning the status

and methods of instruction of the literary class in ancient

Ireland a class certainly older than the introduction of

Christianity although we are aware that from the eighth

century onwards, at all events, the extant literature was
committed to writing, and has been transmitted chiefly by
scribes belonging to the Christian clerical class, we are

very much in the dark as to the relation between the two
classes Ollamhs and Scribes and as to the influence which

the latter may have exercised on the texts they copied ; whilst

the problems of how far the culture depicted in the texts is

that of the storyteller's own period, how far it is prehistoric,

how far it may be regarded as a genuine, if heightened and

somewhat idealised, transcript of actual conditions, or, on the

other hand, a picture in which nearly every element is due

to long-standing conventions, answering to nothing real

these problems have been scarcely attacked.

Knowledge of Gaelic is not an indispensable requisite for

participation in the task of reconstructing the development
of Gaelic literature, and thereby tracing the development of

the essential genius of the Gael. Quite enough has been

translated into English, French, or German to enable the

student who reads with diligent and critical perception, and,

above all, with the desire to get at the truth, not only to

understand the problems involved, but also to contribute sub-

stantially towards their solution. Yet it is mastery of the

language which alone can fully reveal the secrets of the

literature. And here I may note that at every stage of that

literature the student who is willing to work is in the position

of knowing that his work will not be in vain
; that he is labour-
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ing no exhausted soil, but almost virgin ground ;
that he is not

only increasing his own knowledge but knowledge generally.

An almost uninterrupted chain of texts reaches from the oral

literature folk-tale or ballad of the living peasant to the

most archaic sagas of the oldest mss. As we trace these

texts backwards, we can trace the modification of the

language; inflections disappear, syntactical forms become

simpler or more complex, the vocabulary loses in certain

respects, gains in others, and ultimately becomes almost

entirely transformed. As the language changes, so too does

the subject matter of the literature
; cycles of romance rise,

and dwindle, and fall ; new methods of conceiving and repre-

senting the old themes come into fashion ; foreign influences

make themselves felt. So that when the alteration of the

language necessitates the rewording of a text, it not unfre-

quently happens that advantage is taken to reshape it, to

adapt it to the new fashions in social feeling and in literary

expression. All this complex and continuous process of

transformation, of re-creation as well as new creation, can be

traced and in so tracing it we must recollect that we are

bringing to light the life-work of the countless men and

women by whom it was efiected but only at the cost

of long, arduous, and often arid labour. When the history
of the Gaelic language has been made so clear that we can

with certainty assign this or that grammatical form to

a particular century or a particular dialect; when we can
*

place
*

a text by noting its vocabulary, its style, its accept-
ance of this or that literary convention, then, and then only,
shall we be in a position to estimate at its true worth, the

evidence which that text yields towards the social and moral

history of the race.

The first requisite is exact knowledge of the texts as they

actually are. If the student can work at the mss. so much
the better ; the very aspect of the written folio, with its may
be varying scribal hands, with the glossing of later com-

mentators, with the erasures and corrections of later scholars,

all this impresses the student with a sense of individual
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existence, individual effort, challenges him by its assertion of

personal activity. Such an impression, such a challenge, is

seldom made by the printed page. But if the text be printed,
let it reproduce the original with its utmost fidelity. Ortho-

graphical and grammatical peculiarities, strange modes of

wording or phrasing, presence of obsolete or dialectical forms,

all these are like the fossils, thanks to which the geologist is

able to date and place particular strata. Eliminate them in

obedience to a desire for uniformity or correctness, and the

literary critic is as helpless as would be the geologist if a

section were submitted to him from which all the fossils had

been carefully removed. The critic wants to go behind his

texts, but he cannot do so unless he have before him the

actual text, and no editor's counterfeit.

A few concrete instances will exemplify my meaning, and

show the kind of results that may be expected to follow from

work on the lines indicated. The earliest essay in Irish

literary history of the distinguished German scholar to whom
I have already alluded. Professor Zimmer, is his Analysis of

the Saga Texts in the Book of the Dun Cow. He shows that

these texts are of a composite nature ; that they are made up
from earlier and often discordant versions, and that one of the

versions thus used is represented by the texts found in the

Book of Leinster. He further makes it very probable that

the harmonised version (as it may be called) of the Book of

the Dun Cow is due to Flann Manistrech, who died in 1154,

so that the Book of Leinster versions, though extant in a

twelfth century MS., must be at least as old as the early
eleventh century. This in itself is an important conclusion.

But it is not the point I wish to make. Turn to Flann's obit

in the Four Masters, and you read :

'Flann Mainistreach, lector of Mainistir-Buithe, the

paragon of the Gaeidhel in wisdom, literature, history,

poetry, and science, died on the fourteenth of the Calends

of December,' as is said

' Flann of the Chief Church of melodious Buithe,

Slow the bright eye of his fine head
;
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Contemplative sage is he who sits with us,

Last sage of the three lands is fair Flann.'

Now, in analysing the '

harmonising
'

process of the hypo-
thetical editor of the Book of the Dun Cow version, Professor

Zimmer has, perforce, to form a conception of his methods

of work, of the ideals by which he was animated. There

emerges from this analysis the picture of a real man, learned

with all the learning of his day but somewhat narrow-minded

and pedantic, loving and cherishing the ancient stories of his

race yet incapable of refraining from an occasional '

superior

person
'

attitude, puzzled by the manifold discrepancies of the

versions he had before him, sincerely anxious to reconcile

them and thereby produce a text satisfying his conscience as

an historian and schoolmaster, yet, luckily for us, too con-

scientious or too unskilful to recast in a new and consistent

form. In fine, we get a real man in the place of the stained

glass effigy of the annalistic obituary.^

Believe me there is hardly a section of Gaelic literature

which, ifworked at with the same thoroughness, and the same

critical spirit, may not be expected to yield similar results.

The Ollamhsj Shanachies, and antiquary scholars of the past,
will start into life, as study of their work reveals their

individuality.

I must apologise for taking another instance from my own
studies. I can only plead that if, almost alone in these islands,

I have followed up this line of research, it has been from no

failure on my part to urge upon other and better qualified
students its importance and fascination. Many years ago
I pointed out the marked difference in tone and sentiment

between the mediaeval Ossianic literature represented by the

Colloquy of the Elders and the post-mediaeval Ossianic ballad

poetry.^ In the first we find an exquisite reconciliation of pre-

1 The value of the result does not depend upon the correctness of Professor

Zimmer's identification of the Lehor na h- Uidhri editor
; this is disputed hy other

scholars, notably by Professor Thurneysen.
' In my '

Development of the Fenian or Ossianic Saga
'

( Waifs and Strays of
Celtic Traditiojif vol. ii.).
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Christian and Christian elements ; hero and saint are on terms

of the most charming and cordial mutual affection and respect.
In the latter all this is reversed ; instead of mutual acceptance
there is deep-seated antagonism ; in the place of a charming
but bloodless ideal, recalling involuntarily the cloistered life

as seen through the tender eyes of early Umbrian or Flemish

painters, we have a full-blooded, virile naturalism, a delight in

the joy of battle, and the free, wild outdoor life of the hunter,
a fierce scorn of the opposing ecclesiastical ideal. Which
mood is best representative of your ancestors ; to whom do

we owe the literary expression of either, thanks to what
combination of circumstances has the latter so entirely sup-

planted the former in Gaelic consciousness that alike in

Ireland and Gaelic Scotland the typical figure of the cycle is

the defiant Pagan, Oisin, of the ballads, and not Caoilte, the

courtly convert of the Colloquy.
All these questions, if fully answered, would illuminate,

as with a torch, a vast stretch of the soul-history of the Gaelic

race. That these questions can be answered I am convinced ;

but only after long and arduous drudgery.

My third instance shows how points, in themselves

apparently trivial, may yet be vital for the solution of

definitely historical problems. Look at the Scottish Gaelic

folk-tales of Campbell's collection, and you cannot fail to

be struck by the presence in the more archaic tales of what

are technically known as
*

runs,' descriptive passages of a

set conventional character, recurring regularly in given cir-

cumstances, evidently ancient, largely unintelligible to the

present-day narrators. When I began my study of Gaelic

folk-literature, nigh upon a quarter of a century ago, there

was nothing in the then extant Irish folk-tale collections

Croker, Carleton, and Kennedy of a similar nature. As
time went on the example of Campbell and his Scottish dis-

ciples reacted upon Ireland ; Larminie, Curtin, and Douglas

Hyde issued their collections. Herein I found passages
similar to, though not identical with, those of the Scottish-

Gaelic tales, and I also found in mediaeval and early post-
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mediaeval texts, especially in those of the Ossianic cycle, the

apparent beginnings of this storyteller's device. Finally, as

was shown by Dr. Hyde, the written folk-tales found in Irish

manuscripts of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries

contain numberless passages of this character, but very

greatly amplified.

Dr. Hyde held that the runs of the Scottish Gaelic

narrators are the worn down representatives of the kindred

examples in the Irish manuscripts of the last three centuries.

To me they seemed rather survivors of a stage out of which

the latter had emerged. Judge then of my interest when in

M. Dottin's recent French translation of Irish folk-tales,

published during the last ten years in the Gaelic Journal

from oral recitation, I found several Irish peasant narrators,

both in Munster and Donegal, using the identical formulas

noted by the Campbells, Maclnnes, and MacDougall, in

Argyllshire and Ross-shire, and not corrupted versions of

the formulas found in the written Irish tales of the eighteenth
and earlier centuries.

I was pleased, not because my contention was immensely

strengthened, but because a clue was furnished for determin-

ing some of the most vexed questions respecting the recent

history of the Gaelic language and folk literature. Misunder-

stood local patriotism (on both sides of the Channel) has done

much to obscure true views of the development of Scottish

Gaelic speech and its relation to Irish Gaelic ; similar

obscurity besets the history of the forms which folk-litera-

ture has assumed in either section of Gaeldom during the

last four centuries. There is also considerable difference of

opinion as to the closeness and extent of the relations

between Irish and Scottish Gaeldom during the last two
centuries.

The value of the preservation of identical archaic formulas

in the extreme north and the extreme south of Gaeldom lies

in this, that it provides the critic with a definite criterium

for judging questions such as these. Linguistic analysis
should be able to determine the date and assign the dialectal
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habitat of the *

runs/ and from this fixed basis we can argue

concerning the state and development of the literature, and
the relations of the men by whom that literature has been
fashioned and cherished. Thus the half unintelligible, almost

nonsensical, formula of an illiterate peasant may yield to the

historical critic that convincing fact which he would seek in

vain from the official record or the fashionable literature of

the time.

In conclusion let me forestall a possible objection. You
aim, it may be said, at rearing a race of dry-as-dust pedants,
to whom our beautiful old legends shall be only so much
raw material for linguistic and historical analysis. You will

kill all living and joyous interest in these cherished remains

of our past, and who knows what beloved ideals may not be

shattered by the critics whom you are calling forth from the

vasty deep of the future ? I well remember how, at a meet-

ing of the Irish Literary Society in London, I was once

adjured to leave the dear old legends as they were. I have

generally found that when people talk like this they are

really referring to the dear old legends as they are not

to modernised, emasculated, prettyfied versions, destitute of

value to those who seek to recover from the past an exact

picture of what the men and women of that past really felt

and thought, destitute also of any seminal force and sugges-
tiveness for the artist who turns to the past for themes and
motives of new forms of beauty. It is a common belief that

exact knowledge in some way tends to destroy sympathy.
This is, indeed, to be a Manichean. Let me plead with such

a one that exact and faithful knowledge of your early litera-

ture will only destroy false and dead ideals, and that it will

substitute for them a true, quick, and invigorating ideal,

whose power will be as beneficial to the artist as to the

student. Indeed, let me insist, it is the Gaelic artist even

more than the Gaelic student to whom truth in this con-

nection is vital. It cannot be maintained that up to now
Irish legend, Irish romance, have yielded the same artistic

results as have the legend and romance of Celtic or Teutonic
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Scotland, of Scandinavia, or Germany, or even Finland. I

needs must hold that this is due to the false and enfeebling
methods of presentment which prevailed among those who
first made Irish antiquity known to the modern world. A
tradition was set up of elegant prettiness, of academic blood-

lessness, of ignoring whatever was crude, stern, archaic. The

full-blooded, passionate barbarians of early saga were decked

out in nineteenth century fancy dress costume, and overlaid

with a varnish of unreal pseudo-medisevalism. Believe me, if

the creative genius of your race is to find sustenance in your

past, it must know that past for what it is. True, the artist

strives to transcend reality, whereas the man of science seeks

to know and interpret it, but yet there is no antagonism
between them, for it is reality which the artist must tran-

scend and not a counterfeit, otherwise his work, though it may
appeal to a passing mood, though it may be fashionable for a

time, is devoid of life, and of the seed of future life. I would
fain hear, and I trust that you also would fain hear with me
in Gaelic literature of the future, the fire and wail of the harp
and pipe rather than the drawing-room tinkle of Moore's piano.

But whilst I hold that faithful and veracious study of

your literature in its entirety is pre-eminently important for

the artistic future of your race, I do not want you to lose

sight of its importance for Irishmen at large. In your

country more than in others the link that binds present to

past is tough and strong. False views, false conceptions of

the past thus have a pernicious efiect in Ireland, lacking in

lands where the break has been more complete, where the

present is organised without relation to the past out of

which it has sprung. Such false views and conceptions can

only be destroyed by patient study, dominated by an implac-
able love of truth and guided by a vigorous and disciplined
method. The very efibrt to wring all its secrets out of a text

is in itself admirable training for whoso would know past and

present for what they are, and it is only when we know

things as they are that we can profitably essay to make them
what they should be.

E
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Alike, then, as the indispensable preliminary to a real

and living record of the evolution of the genius of your race

throughout the ages ; as of vital import to the artists of the

future destined to transform and recreate the matter provided

by the artists of the past ; as a means of mental and moral

discipline, truly patriotic in its essence, because it must be

undergone from love of race and land, and with no hope of

material reward, I commend to you the critical study of the

rich and fascinating literature fashioned by your forefathers.

[The major part of what is said above would have been expressed
in much the same way had it been addressed to an audience in

Inverness or Oban or Edinburgh instead of to one in Dublin. I might
perhaps have taken more illustrations from the special historic

record of the Scottish Gael, but my main insistence would still have

been upon Gaelic history as it unfolds itself in Ireland, and upon
Gaelic artistry as exemplified in Irish achievement. In so doing I

should have acted of set purpose, to impress upon my hearers a fact

which, if I may judge from the printed page, is far too much over-

looked by the Scottish Gael, the essential unity of Gaelic culture

and its history. The past of the Gael must be studied alike in Erin

and in Alba
; by the Gael of the present day, in whichever division

of Gaeldom he lives, the special development of the other division

should never be felt as alien : really to know his own half he must
also know the other. But this is specially incumbent upon the

Scottish Gael, upon the Highlander ; by far the larger part of the

Gaelic output in all forms of expression is due to Erin, and Erin has

in nearly every case preserved the most characteristic manifestations

of the Gaelic spirit in their oldest and most characteristic form. I

cannot but think that if this were more distinctly realised in the

Gaelic-speaking districts of Scotland, there would be a far larger

measure of support for specific
' Irish

'

research.

Alba, thanks chiefly to the neighbourhood of and contact with

the Scots kingdom, which developed upon Germanic and feudal

instead of upon Celtic lines, is of less account than Erin in the

formation and expression of Celtic ideas. But that neighbourhood,
that contact, hostile to a large extent, it is true, but less persistently

hostile than appears from the ordinary histories, had compensating

advantages even from the strictly Gaelic point of view. Scotland

took the lead in the manifestation and interpretation of the Celtic

spirit to the world at large because there was contact upon a certain
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footing of equality between the Celtic and the Germano-Roman divi-

sions of Scotland. Strife, even of a persistent and ferocious character,

by no means precludes mutual and fruitful influence
;
what is fatal is

when one of two rival social and material organisations is over pre-

ponderant. This happened in Erin. Had the Anglo-Norman element

cut itself entirely free from dependence upon England, it might
have developed a Germano-feudal polity which must needs have come
to terms with the native states, and, in so doing, have exerted and

received influence
;
as it was, the Anglo-Norman, over preponderant

in the Pale, was absorbed in the remainder of Ireland. And when
the real English conquest came in the 16th and 17th centuries, the

conditions were too unequal ;
it was simply impossible for the Eliza-

bethan, with centuries of feudal-Roman culture as the basis of his

intellectual outlook upon life, to recognise what was valid, what
excellent in the Celtic system with which he was brought so violently
in conflict. I speak with some confidence when I assert that Scot-

land's achievement in interpreting the Celtic to the non-Celtic world

precedes that of Ireland in merit as in time
;
with more diffidence do I

urge that Scottish development of Gaelic literature in modern times

has, on the whole, been fuller of promise than that of Ireland. The
historic cause, I think, is the same. And I would fain submit that

if this is so, the future of Gaelic artistry cannot be furthered, nay,
will be hindered, by an attitude of hostile isolation towards modern
culture and the languages in which modern culture has found ex-

pression. If Gaelic is to be an instrument of life, it must participate
in life. Were it, in obedience to some ill-advised enthusiasts, to

imprison itself in a Tory island, inaccessible to the streaming in-

fluences of the life being fashioned by the chief culture-peoples of

mankind, it would inevitably speedily become, as in the old myth,
the home of an unreal, a fictitious, a half life.]

SPIORAD NAN TIMEANNAN A TH' ANN

DoMHNULL Mac Eacharn

Cha 'n 'eil fhios agam fein ciod is ciall do 'n t-saoghal a th'

ann ; tha h-uile ni air atharrachadh cho mor o'n is cuimhne
learn. 'Nuair a bha mi bg bha' ghrian ag eirigh 's a' mhaduinn,
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's a' luidhe 's an fheasgar mar a bha e nadurra dhi dheanamh ;

ach 's ann a their iad rium a nis nach 'eil a' ghrian aona

chuid ag eirigh no luidhe, agus sin a dh* aindeoin a liuthad

uair 's a chunnaic mi le m* shuilean fein i 'g eirigh as a'

chuan Shear 's a' luidhe anns a! chuan Shiar direach mar rinn

i ri linn Oisein. Air a! mhodh cheudna bha an talamh, ri m*

cheud chuimhne, air acrachadh gu daingean am buillsgean

na doimhne moire, cho suidhichte 's cho buan-sheasmhach

ris a' chorr de dh' obair sJ chruthachaidh ; ach ma chreideas

mi na daoine glice tha 'n ar measg, 's ann a tha 'n talamh

cho gogaideach 's ged a bhiodh seillean 'na chluais ;
's an

^it' e bhi 'na shuidhe gu socair, ciallach, mar a bha e ri linn

lob, 's ann a tha e nis a' cur char dheth mar gu 'm biodh e

'ga aoirneagan fein, agus aig a' cheart am, a' ruideis am

measg nan reul mar gu 'm biodh iad le cheil a' damhsadh

Ruidhle Thullachain. Ma chreideas mise so feumaidh mi

chreidsinn gu 'm bheil mi fein a' caitheamh dara leth m' nine

le 'm ladhran os mo chionn, 's mo shrbn fodham. Tha so

dona gu leoir, ach 's e chuid as miosa dheth cho beag earbsa

's a tha ri chur anns na faireachdainnean anns am b' abhaist

Ian earbsa bhi againn. Bha uair 's bhiodh duine gle

chinnteach as an ni a chitheadh e le shuilean fein, no a

laimhsicheadh e le 'l^mhan ; ach, fhir mo chridhe ! dh' fhalbh

an latha sin. Cha 'n 'eil a nis ann ni as mb a mheallas tu no

do dha ghlog-shuil fhein. Ma chi thu roth mu 'n ghealaich,

mar a theireamaid o shean, bi cinnteach nach ann mu 'n

ghealaich idir a tha 'n roth sin, ach mu d' shuilean fein. Tha

gach ni eiF air a cheart doigh. Cha 'n e 'mhain gu 'm bheil do

shuil ga d' mhealladh, tha t' fhaireachdainnean uile 'n comh-

bhann na t' aghaidh air chor 's gu' m bheil e eu-comasach dhuit

a radh aig am sam bith, co dhiii a tha thu na d' sheasamh air

do cheann no air do chasan, na 's lugha na tha aon de na

daoine glice sin an l^thair a dh' innseadh dhuit a' cheart

suidheachadh 's am bheil thu. 'S ann de na daoine glice so

am Maighstir-sgoile againne. 'S e, gun teagamh, duine fior

fhiosrach a th' ann ; ach thug mi fainear gu 'm bheil cuid de

dhaoin' a thuair deagh oilean, 's aig am bheil an cinn Ikn de
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nithe cudthromach an lagha, gle aineolach air ni no dha air

am bheil daoine cumant' eblach gu leoir. 'S ann mar sin a

dh' eirich do 'n Mhaighstir-sgoile, ach tha e cho dannara na

bheachd fein, ceart no cearr 'g am bi e, *s nach 'eil feum air

cur 'na aghaidh. Bha seanachas beag eadaruinn an la-roimhe,

's ged nach fliiach an seanachas sin a bhi 'ga aithris, theagamh

gu 'n dean e beagan na s soilleire an ni air am bheil mi 'g

iomradh. Bha mi a' gearan ris nach robh mo ghoile 'deanamh

a dhleasnais mar a bu choir dha ; nach mor nach robh cho

math dhomh a bhi as eugmhais uile gu leir, 's gu 'n robh sin

a' deanamh neo-dhuine dhiom ; ach bho 'n a bha esan eblach

air uile dhiomhaireachd an domhain, theagamh gu 'n rachadh

aig' air leigheas a thoirt domh. * Am bheil,' arsa mise,
*

ni

sam bith as fhios duibh a chuidicheadh learn mo chir a

chn^mh ?
'

' Cha bhi 'cnkmh an cir ach na bruidean/ ars' esan,
* ach

ma tha do ghoile 'cur dragh ort, cha 'n 'eil dhuit ach na 's lugha
de threamsgal a chur ann, 's theagamh gu 'n cuidich sin leis a

ghnothach a dheanamh na 's fearr.'
* Ma chuireas mise na 's lugha fodair ann,' arsa mise,

* cha bhi reamhadh an rathaid agam ;
cha bhi sgrid annam

an taobh a stigh de mhios a dh' iiine.'

* Sin agad,' ars' esan,
*

leithsgeul gach g^ocaire 's an

duthaich, 's tha iad fein 'ga chreidsinn
;
ach nach seall thu

briiidean na machrach cho beag dragh 's a tha 'n goile 'cur

orra, direach o chionn nach 'eil iad 'ga an-luchdachadh, ged
a tha cothrom gu lebir ac' air sin a dheanamh.'

* Tha amharus agam,' arsa mise,
* nach eil sibh cho fios-

rach anns na gnothaichean sin 's a tha sibh ann an sgoil-

earachd eile. Bha mart maol, odhar aig caraid dhomhsa, 's

thachair, latha de na laithean, gu 'n d' fhuair i stigh do

phkirce chl6bhair a bha goireasach, 's thaitinn an clobhar

rithe cho math 's gu 'n d' ith i dheth gus an do sgain i.'

* Am faca tusa sin le d' shiiilean fhein ?
'

ars' esan.
' Cha 'n fhac,' arsa mise,

' ach bha e air innseadh dhomh
leis an duine choir a chaill am mart ; duine cho firinneach,

's cho creideasach 's a tha 's an sgireachd.'
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*Faodaidh sin a bhith/ ars' esan, 'ach ma gheibh thusa

duine sam bith aig am bheil a bheag no mhor de thoinnisg a

chreideas sin uait, tha mise fad air mo mhealladh/
* Cha ruig sibh a leas/ arsa mise,

' 'bhi 'cur amharus 's an

ni; chunnaic mise creutairean as suaraiche na mart maol>

odhar, ag itheadh tuillidh 's na bha maith dhaibh.*
' C6 iadsan ?

'

ars' esan.
*
Is iomadh sin/ arsa mise ;

' chunnaic mi beachann ag
itheadh de dh* ubhall ghrod a bha taobh an rathaid gus nach

b' urrainn da eirigh air a sgiathan, 's am b' eigin da snag a

stigh fo 'n fheur 'ga fhalach gus an do thraoigh a mheud-
bhronn/

* Tha sin/ ars' esan,
'
direach mar a bha am mart a sgkin

leis a' chl6bhar ; an creid thu nach d' ith am beachann am mir

a bu lugha de 'n ubhall sin ? Cha robh e ach a' deoghal an t-

siiigh aisde, agus leis an ubhall a bhi air brachadh, bha tomhas

beag de 'n t-siigh sin air tionndadh gu spiorad, no mar their

an Chemist, '^Alcohol,'' agus 's e sin a chuir tuaineal beag 'na

cheann 's cha b' e 'n t-seid a ghabh e mar a shaoil thusa/
* Seid ann no as,' arsa mise,

' no co-dhiu a dh* ith no dh' 51

e de 'n mheas thoirmisgte, bha 'ghiulan ana-measarra. B' aithne

dhomh seana chriiban aig an robh fhaiche fo chloich 's an

tr^tigh, 's mur am bu ghebcaire esan cha 'n aithne dhomhsa ciall

an fhacail/
*

Seadh,' ars' esan.
' Ciamar a dhearbh an criiban duit

gu 'm bu ghebcair e ?
'

'

'S ann 'nuair a bha mi 'm bhalach hg a thachair dhomh
eblas a chur air a' chruban/ arsa mise ;

* bha mi 's an am sin

fior dheigheil air a bhi seabhdaireachd feadh a' chladaich, gu
Bonruichte ri km na reothairt. Bha gach poll a dh' fhkgadh
an Ikn na dheigh am measg nan sgeirean cho pailt ann an
nithean annasach 's nach robh e soirbh dhomhsa fanachd

uatha. 'S an am sin bhatar a' gleidheadh na Skbaid 'na

latha foise; 's e sin ri radh, bhatar a' gabhail fois o gach
saothair a bha ceadaicht' air Ikithean eile, 's a' cur seachad na
h-uine an sior dhiomhanas, saor o mheud 's a bha feumail a

chaitheadh ann an oibribh na h-eigin agus na trbcair. Sabaid
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^raidh; latha boidheach, grianach; na h-ebin bheaga 'cur

dhiubh air iomadh gleus ; breac-an-t-sil, aig an robh a nead

an aodann na creige cul an tighe, a' gearan air rud-eigin a

bha 'cur dragh air ; a' pbigheid sJ trod ri cuideigin, a h-anail

na h-uchd 's ruith 'na teangaidh, 's aileag a cleibh a' toirt

gearradh an fhacail uaipe. Bha mise 'cluinntinn, 's am
inntinn fein a' faicinn gach ni dheth so, ach aon fhacal beag
de na bha 's an leabhar a bha na m' laimh cha robh mi leirsinn.

Thug mi siiil a mach air an uinneig, 's chunnaic mi gu 'n robh

an traigh gu math iosal ; na sgeire dubha tioram ; an duileasg
's an fheamuinn chireanach a' sgreathadh ris a' ghrein, 's fhios

agam gu 'n robh gach poll an sin a! cur thairis leis gach ni a

bu mhiorbhuiliche 'na cheile. Mu dheireadh dhruid mi 'n

leabhar 's chaidh mi sios do cheann eile 'n tighe. Air a' bhbrd

bha ceann muilt a dheasaich mo mhathair Di-Sathuirne an

ceanna-coinneamh ris an Dbmhnach. Ghearr mi sgonn bh^rr

teanga a' mhuilt ; cheangail mi gu teann, greimeil e air ceann

sreinge, 's ghabh mi sios thun a' chladaich, 's mi cur mar
fhiachaibh orm fhein gu 'm b' ann do dh' obair na trbcair a

bhuineadh an ni a bha mi mu thimchioll, agus b 'e sin a' dol

a dh' fhaicinn ciod am beo a bh' air an t-seana chriiban, 's a

thoirt greim Ibin g'a ionnsaidh, 's mi cinnteach nach robh a

theachd-an-tir ach taosgach. 'Nuair a rainig mi 'n cladach

cha robh an traigh cho iosal 's a shaoil mi, 's bha mar sin

faiche mo charaid fo 'n uisge, ach chunnaic mi gu 'n robh e fein

aig an tigh. Leig mi sios teanga a' mhuilt goirid uaith, s' thuirt

mi ris e dh' itheadh a lebir ach gun e phocachadh mir. Thug
6 gurradh air a thighinn a mach, ach bhuail amharus e gu 'n

robh an t-olc 's a' ch^ball 's dh' fban e mar a bh' aige. Thug
e greis mar sin a' smaointeachadh tuillidh na bha e 'g radh,

gus am fac e sgimileir de phartan fad-chasach ag ealadh mu 'n

cuairt ; dhuisg so fhearg 's a mach a ghabh e a chur cainnt

air an t-seabhaltaiche so. Cha d' fhan am partan ri bheag de

chonaltradh a dheanadh ris ; bha cabhag air a dhol taobh-

eigin eile, ach cha do bhac sin do 'n t-sean-fhear dol ceum an

rathad leis, direach a thoirt coimhideachd dha. 'Nuair a

thill e bho ruagadh a' phartain, sheall e air an toitein fheola
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dh' fheuch an tuigeadh e ciod a ghne bhiadhtachd a bh' ann,
no c' arson a leigeadh a nuas e air ceann ropa. Ged a bha an

ni cho goireasach, agus a bharrachd air sin, cho taitneach do 'n

t-stiil, b' eigin da dol mu 'n cuairt air gu faicilleach agus
sealltainn air o gach taobh mu 'n do chuir e fiacail air ; ach

'nuair a bhlais e air, cha robh, a reir coltais, coire aige r' a

fhaotainn da. Dh' ith, is dh' ith e, 's dh' eirich e' n trast 's a

rithist air a chorra-beaga a dhinneadh sios na dh' ith e, gus
mu dheireadh nach tiochdadh aona phioc tuilHdh na chom.

Smaointich e gu 'n tugadh e leis an c6rr do 'n fhaiche, ach cha

leigeadh an teadhair leis sin a dheanamh. Bha e 'n droch-cks,

cha robh fhios aige ciod a dheanadh e ris an fhuigheall a

dh' fhag e ; ach cha robh e fada 'n imcheist ; thog e 'shuilean

ris na n^oil ;
dh' fhosgail e ghiallan, 's bhriichd e nios a iochdar

a chuim na dh' ith e. Thug sin sgaoth de dh' iasga beaga
mu 'n cuairt nach robh am shealladh roimhe. Cia as a thainig

iad, no ciamar a fhuair iad fios cho ealamh mu 'n chuirm a

dheasaich an cruban f an comhair, cha 'n fhios domh. Cha bu
luaithe fhuair esan cuidhte 's an luchd a bh' air a ghiulan na

thbisich e air e fein ath-luchdachadh. A dheanadh mo sgeoil
na 's giorra ; dhiobhair an creutair mosach sin tri uairean

mu 'n do chuir e crioch air teanga a' mhuilt. A nis, saoilidh

mi nach 'eil moran teagamh r'a chur an gebcaireachd an
fhleasgaich sin, ach ma theid agaibhs' air car a chur an adharc

an daimh, bu ghle thoigh leam a chluinntinn ciamar.'
* Cha ruig mi leas,' ars' esan,

*

car, no car ; foghnaidh an

car a tha innte. Bha thus' eas-umhal do d' pharantan 'nuair

a shn^g thu mach gun an cead iarraidh, 's a rinn thu dearmad
air an dleasnas a dh' aithneadh dhuit. Dh' fhag thu 'n tigh
le duiseannan dubha ann ad chridhe, 's 'nuair a rainig thu 'n

cladach thachair spiorad breige ort a chuir sgleb air do

shiiilean 's mearachd a' d' bheachd, 's mar a thachair do na

faidhean o shean, tha thu nis ag aithris na breige a chuir

spiorad na ceannairc ad bheul. Nan d' fhan thus' aig an

tigh a' leughadh Facal na Firinn, 's a' meorachadh air cha

bhiodh tu nis a' dol mu 'n cuairt le a leithid sin de bhathar

baoghalt' air do ghiulan.'
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*

Mata/ arsa mise,
' bho 'n a thuit dhuibh iomradh a thoirt

air, cha 'n 'eil fhios agam nach 'eil mi cheart cho eblach air

mo Bhiobull 's a tha sibh fein ged is pears-eaglais sibh, agus
air son mebrachadh air, rinn mi sin gus an d' fhuair mi ann

ni no dha air riach do smaointich mo lucbd-teagaisg. Tha,

math a dh' fhaoidt', a cheart uidhir meas agam air an leabhar

sin 's a tha aig iomadh aon a tha 'deanamh tuillidh aidmheil mu
dheidhinn. Cha 'n ann an aghaidh an Leabhair, no an aghaidh
Sabaid a tha mi 'labhairt, ach an aghaidh na doigh mhi-

riasanta air an robh iad air an sparradh air a mhuinntir 5ig

's an am air am bheil mi 'g iomradh ; doigh a bha gle bhuailt-

each air grkin a thoirt daibh do 'n da ni an Leabhar agus
an t-Sabaid.'

' Ciamar sin ?
'

ars' esan.
' Cha ruig sibh a leas sin fharraid,' arsa mise ;

*
is lebir

na thuirt mi cheana 'leigeil ris ciod a tha mi 'ciallachadh, ach

a dheanamh an ni na 's soilleire, faodaidh mi innseadh dhuibh

mu mhi-fhortan faoin a thachair dhomh 's mi 'm bhalach

beag/
* Buaidh iir-sgebil dhuit !

'

ars' esan.
'

Ur-sgeul, no seann-sgeul,' arsa mise,
*

s i 'n fhirinn a th'

ann. Cha robh an sgoil goireasach oirnn anns s! ghleann
's an robh mo pharantan a chomhnaidh, 's air an aobhar sin

chaidh mise chur chum mo sheanar airson a bhi na b' fhaisg'

air an t-seorsa sgoile bh' ann. Bu duine firinneach, onarach,

agus ro chrabhach a bha na m' sheanair, ach mar thuirt an

t-Ollamh Rainy mu mhuinntir eile, bha 'n duine cbir, a reir

mo bheachd-sa, a' deanamh '^
Fetish'' de 'n Bhiobull. Cha 'n

fhaoidte 'n leabhar sin eadhoin a laimhseachadh mar leabhar

eile, 's mar sin bha ciiram sonruichte 'ga ghabhail dheth. Bha
daonnan tri no ceithir de choin chaorach timchioll an tighe,

agus mar bu bhitheanta, dh^ no tri chuileinean. 'S an am
air am bheil mi labhairt, cha robh ach aona chuilein 's an

tigh, chaidh an cbrr de 'n chuain d' an robh e a bhathadh mu 'n

d' fhosgail iad an suilean air an t-saoghal aingidh so. Bha 'n

t-aon a chaidh a ghleidheadh a' faotainn h-uile boinne de

bhainne na mathar, 's leis a sin bha e cho reamhar ri ron 's
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cho mear 's a bha e comasach do chreutair cho reamhar ris a

bhith. eta robh agamsa de chompanach-cluiche ach e, 's bha
sinn mar sin daonnan cbmhla, co-dhiu a b' ann ri math no ri

cron. Latha de na laithean, 's an cuilean 's mi fein an ^ird

ar lan-aighir, thuit leabhar bharr a' bhuird 's mu 'n d' thug
mise fainear ciod a thachair, fhuair esan greim air an leabhar

agus stroic e Ian a chraois de dhuilleagan as. 'Nuair a thug
mi uaith an leabhar 's a chunnaic mi gu 'm b' e 'm BiobuU a

bh' ann, ged a thuiteadh cabar-droma an tighe air mullach

mo chinn cha b' urrainn da tuillidh pairilis a chur orm.

'Nuair a fhuair mi luth na teanga, dh' innis mi do 'm shean-

amhair ciod a thachair ; cha b' urrainn d' ise bheag de

chomhfhurtachd a thoirt domh, 's nuair thainig mo sheanair

dhachaidh 's a fhuair e 'dhinneir chaidh innseadh dha mu 'n

mhi-fhortan a thachair. Chaidh binn a chuilein a thoirt a

mach air ball, 's b' e sin, a bhathadh gun mhionaid dalach, 's

air son mo chodach-sa de n ghnothach, 's ann orm a thainig
a' bhinn sin a thoirt gu buil ; 's e sin ri rkdh, 's ann domh
a b' eigin mo chompanach beag boidheach a chur gu bas.

Thog mi leam e ann am bhroilleach, 's mo chridhe 'n impis

sgaineadh, 's o n a bha 'n t-uisg' sJ sileadh gu trom chomhd-

aich mi e le sgiath mo pheiteig 'ga chumail tioram. 'Nuair

a rainig mi 'n linne dhubh 's am biodh iad sJ bathadh

chon is chat, bha i 'g amharc cho dorcha, dhuaichnidh, 's

nach robh de chruas-cridhe agam na leigeadh dhomh a

thilgeil innte. Thill mi ceum air m' ais o bhruaich na

h-aibhne 's chaidh mi stigh fo phreas beag seilich, 's chrubain

mi 'n sin gus an robh mi cho fliuch 's ged a bhithinn air mo
thumadh 's an abhainn. Cia fhad a dh' fhanainn mar sin

na maireadh solus latha, cha n fhios domh, ach bha e nia

a' fas dorcha, s an t-am a' dliithachadh anns am biodh

taibhsean ag ^aladh mu 'n cuairt. Bha bbcain, buidsichean,

sithichean, 's gach ni de 'n t-seors' air an cuala mi riamh

iomradh a' tighinn am chuimhne, 's mi Ian chinnteach nach

b* fhad gus am biodh iad ann am shealladh. Fliuch gus
an craicionn, air chrith leis an fhuachd, s ach beag as mo
chiall leis an eagal, leum mi air mo bhonn, 's ghabh mi roid
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chum bruach na h-aibhne 's thilg mi 'n duile bheag 's an linne.

Thug e aon sgal as 'nuair a thilg mi e ; cha d' eisd mi

tuillidh ; ghlaodh is chaoin mi, 's theich mi cho luath *s a

bheireadh mo chasan mi. 'Nuair a rainig mi *n tigh chaidh

mi direach do 'n chiilaig shfeomair 's an robh mi 'cadal ; thilg

mi dhiom m' aodach 's leum mi do *m leabaidh. Chaoin mi an

sin gus an robh mi a' call mo chli. Cha bu luaithe thigeadh
neul cadail orm, na bha sgal dheireannach a' chuilein a' tigh-

inn na m' chluais, 's bha mi 's a' mhionaid am Ikn fhaireachadh.

Mhair an gnothach mar sin fad fmn foinneach na h-oidhche.

'S a' mhaduinn bha mise cho tinn 's each b' urrainn domh
mo cheann a thogail bhkrr an adhairt. Thoisich mo shean-

amhair chaomh air mo dhoctaireachd. Cha d' thuirt i facal

mu 'n chuilein ach tha mi Rn chinnteach gu 'n robh fhios aice

ciod a bha cearr. Bha dithis 's an tigh an latha sin aig an

robh ionndrainn gle ghoirt. B' iad sin, mathair agus com-

panach a' chuilein, 's bha iomadh latha 'na dheigh sin mu 'n

deachaidh sgal a chreutair bhig k m' chluais. B' e buil a!

ghnothaich mhi-shealbhaich so ormsa, gu n do ghabh mi an-

tlachd do 'n Bhiobull nach robh idir a reir na h-aithne, s bha
mi mothachail air spiorad eas-umhlachd a bhi nis air mo
ghiillan nach robh ann roimhe sin. Theagamh gu n abair

sibhse nach robh an so ach gnothach faoin, 's nach b' fhiach

e n iiine thug mise ga innseadh a chaitheadh ris, ach

feumaidh sibh aideachadh gur ann agamsa s fhearr a tha

fhios air an driighadh a rinn e orm aig an am ; drughadh a

chum an ni ^rail air clkr na cuimhne gus an latha n diugh.'
* Tha thu air a sin,' ars* esan,

*

direach, mar a bha thu air

SL chbrr. Thug thu 'n seadh cearr as an ni, s tha thu nis sJ

stri ri thu fein fhirinneachadh, 's a' choire 'chur air muinntir

eile airson spiorad na ceannairc sin air am bheil thu 'labhairt ;

spiorad, ma chreideas tu mise, nach do chuireadh annad le

aona chuid cu no cat, ach a thainig leat chum an t-saoghail,
's a tha so-leirsinn annad mar earrann de 'n chaileachd a

rugadh leat. Tha thu mar sin a' gabhail do leithsgeil fein 's

a' coireachadh dhaoin' eil' air son do chionta. Feumaidh tu

aideachadh nach ni ro fhiachail sin, ach cha 'n 'eil thusa mar
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sin ach mar tha 'n cbrr de 'n chinne-daonna. Bho 'n a dh* ith

ar ceud pharantan de *n mheas thoirmisgte, tha 'n duine

'ghnath a stri ri e fein fhirinneachadh le bhi caradh uallach a

chionta fein air guaillean eile, 's gus an latha-'n-diugh a'

gnathachadh a' cheart leithsgeil a ghnathaich e 'n Garadh

Edein,
" A bhean so a thug thu gu bhi maille rium, thug ise

dhomh de 'n chraoibh agus dh' ith mi "
no, mar a tha thusa

'g radh ;

" an duine so a thug thu gu bhi na sheanair dhomh,

thug esan orm beatha cuilein a ghiorrachadh 's chruadhaich

sin mo chridhe
"

; sin agad suim do sgebil, 's cha 'n 'eil e feum-

ail tuillidh a radh mu dheidhinn. Tha 'n t-^m dhomh bhi

falbh air eagal 's gu 'n toisich thu air r6-sgeul eile. Slkn leat/

Sin agaibh a nis mar a gheibhear iad a h-uile fear cho

bearraideach 's nach toir cu gearr earball as air. Cha 'n 'eil

fhios agam co-dhiu a tha mise na 's breugaiche, no daoin' eile

na 's tiolpaiche na b' abhaist, ach tha mi toirt fainear gu 'm

bheil e na 's doirbhe dhomh creideas fhaotainn do 'n ni a their

mi nis na bha e ri linn m' bige. Ma dh' innseas mi nis do

charaid aon de na sgeulachdan beaga, neo-lochdach sin nach

'eil a chum math no cron, biodh i fior no breugach, feumaidh

an caraid sin mo cheasnachadh, is m' ath-cheasnachadh air a

h-uile lide 's puinc de 'n sgeul sin gus am bi mi cho searbh

de 'n ghnothach 's a bha 'n losgann de 'n chleith-chliata.

Theagamh gur e so, mar a theirear, spiorad nan timeannan a

th' ann, 's nach ceadaich an spiorad sin do spiorad breige sam
bith ach e fein a bheul fhosgladh. Tha e mar sin gu buileach

feumail do dhuine mu 'm fosgail e bheul, gu 'm bi e na chomas

gach facal a tha mhiann air a labhairt, a dheanamh seasmhach

am beul dithis no triuir de dh' fhianuisean, biodh teisteas nam
fianuisean sin mar a dh' fhaodas e, tha dearbh-chinnt gur e 's

fearr na t' fhacal fein. Ach an deigh sin 's air fad, ma tha 'n

spiorad so ag radh nach do sgain mart mo charaid leis na

dh' ith i de 'n chlobhar
; agus nach d' ith an cruban tuillidh 's

na bha feumail dha
; agus nach d' thugadh ormsa gu h-an-

iochdmhor an cuilean a bhathadh, tha ceud teum a tighinn
fodham a radh ri spiorad nan timeannan a th' ann gu 'm bheil

e breugach.
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Influence of the Pre-Reformation Church on Scottish Place-Names. By James
Murray Mackinlay, M.A., F.S.A. (Lend, and Scot.), author of Folk-

Lore of Scottish Lochs and Springs. Edinburgh and London : William

Blackwood and Sons, 1904. 12s. &d.

The Celtic and the Eoman Churches have both left their mark broad

and deep on the place-names of Scotland. The Kirks and the Kils, numerous

though the names are that they help to form, constitute but a small part
of the whole. Many names, such as St. Andrews, St. Boswells, and

St. Fillans, have either lost or have never had attached to them the terms

Kil or Kirk. A considerable number are associated under one or other of

her designations with the Virgin Mary, such as Kilmuir, Maryculter,

Ladybank, and Motherwell. The names of many places contain the words

chapel, cross, hospital or spittal, templar, or annat, and have to be taken

into account. The monastery, the diocese, and the parish, with their

possessions, jurisdictions, and officials, have given such names as Appin,

Monkland, Arnmannoch, Abbotshill, Arnprior, Bishopric, Chanonry, and

many others. There are also the retreats, caves, Dysarts or deserts of the

early saints, landscape features like Portpatrick, Loch Maree, and InchafFray,

portions of land like Godscroft, dwellings like Balnespick, and stone seats

or standing stones with ecclesiastical associations. The subject is reviewed

by Mr. Mackinlay with a wealth and accuracy of enumeration and detail

in all its branches. Kirks and Kils have seven of the thirty chapters of the

book devoted to them
; crosses and the diocese have each two, and monasteries

and landscape features each three chapters. Every effort evidently has been

made to bring together all that bears upon the subject. The list of works

referred to which fills ten pages without exhausting the number, shows how
much has been accomplished and how little has been overlooked.

The admission of some things that are questionable, and the omission of

names worthy of notice are defects that are inevitable in a work that covers

such an extensive area and that is based upon so many authorities. The cave

at Weem in Perthshire was the retreat of St. Cuthbert of Lindisfarne, to

whom the church of Weem is dedicated, and not of the fifteenth century,
*
St. David Menzies,' as is shown in A Few Notes on the Parish of JVeem, by

the Rev. R. G. Dunbar. The name of the old burying-ground in the

parish is, not Cill Daidh, but Cill Da-Bhi, that is Kildavie with the

accent on the last syllable, and commemorates a Saint Bi, of whom there

were two, with *do,' thy, prefixed instead of the more frequent 'mo,' my.
Aberfeldy means not the confluence of Palladius but mouth of the Peldy,
Gaelic Peallaidh, older Pealldaidh, now called Moness Burn. Peallaidh, in

this instance the name of a stream, is familiar in the folklore of the district

as the name of a famous uruisg, i.e. brownie, or water-kelpie, specially
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associated with Moness Burn. The name appears also in Glenlyon in Eas

Pheallaidh, Peldy's waterfall, and Ruighe Pheallaidh, Peldy's sheiling. In

Lewis PiuUaidh, which is exactly the form that Peallaidh would take in the

dialect of the island, is a name for the devil.

Kirriemuir, we are told, is locally known as Kellamuir. Old spellings

are Kerimure, 1229; Killiemuire or Killiemuir, 1632. If Kilmarie, which

is also said to be a name for the place, is a genuine form, it has no connec-

tion with the other forms quoted, and looks like a dedication to Maelrubha

and not to Mary. Kellamuir is simply a corruption of Kirriemuir, meaning
the big quarter. The middle syllable in Kellamuir proves that the name
does not mean the church or Kil of Mary. Kilmore, in the parish of Sleat

in Skye, is, by its Gaelic pronunciation, shown not to have been named after

the Virgin. The lands around the church here had evidently been divided

at an early date into two unequal portions, of which the larger has been

named Kilmore and the less Kilbeg, meaning respectively big Kill and

little Kill. Kilmore, Oban, also is in Gaelic 'A' Chill Mh6r,' the big church.

In this case, in which Kilbeg is wanting, the church itself may have been

distinguished by its size or importance from neighbouring churches.

The designation of churches by terms of magnitude is quite as admissible

as their designation by colour terms. Of the latter there are undoubted

instances. The ancient parish of Eedkirk or Redpatrick, in Dumfriesshire,

is now included in Gretna. Falkirk means speckled kirk. 'The earliest

Christian structure in Scotland of which we know anything,' as Mr. Mac-

kinlay says,
' was the church of Candida Casa at Whithorn in Wigtownshire,

built by St. Ninian, the son of a Christian prince ruling over a district

beside the Solway.' Whithorn is from hwitaern, an Old English translation

of Candida Casa, meaning white house, and was so named, as Bede informs

us, because Ninian built there a church of stone, which was not usual among
the Britons. The church is thought by some to have got its name from the

whiteness of the stone and by others from the colour of the cement used.

It may well have received the name because of the contrast between a

building of masonry and the familiar wooden structures, just as in Gaelic

speech at this day the newer houses, in the building of which lime takes the

place of clay or turf, are called * white houses
'

in contrast with the old ' black

houses.' Two other instances mentioned by Mr. Mackinlay are Whitekirk

in Buchan, and Whitekirk in Haddingtonshire. The Gaelic Killin in Perth-

shire has been explained as * Church of a pool,' which is pointed out in the

River Lochay, and ' Church or burying place of Fingal,' one of whose reputed

graves is found in the vicinity. The former derivation, notwithstanding

the assertion of the writer in the New Statistical Account^ does not suit the

phonetics ;
the latter does, but is objectionable on other grounds. The other

Killins have to be kept in mind, and they are not furnished with convenient

pools or graves of Fingal. The view that now finds acceptance is that the

name means white church, and that the whole compound, Cill-fhinn, is the

locative of Ceall-fhionn.
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The masonry of the early monks has left other traces. The correct

derivation of Elachnave from eileach, old aileach, a stone structure, is quoted
from Professor Mackinnon. And just as eileach comes from ail, rock, and

means something made of rock, so the oft-recurring Clachan comes from

clachj stone, and means something made of stone. In Irish Gaelic the

word means monastic stone-cells either singly or in groups. With us

nowadays it means kirk-town. Many places that are called Clachan in

Gaelic are called Kirktown or Kirkton in English. Churches were placed

not infrequently beside standing stones or stone circles, but the Christian

Clachans were not an adoption of the name of the Pagan remains.

Names of the type of Kirkandrews, Kirkmichael, and Kirkpatrick, in

which kirk precedes the name of the patron saint after the Gaelic idiom

instead of following it according to English usage, show a substitution of

the English term for the Gaelic. 'Sometimes,' as Mr. Mackinlay says,

a place was Ml first and afterwards kirkj' and he cites Kirkmabreck

and Kirkdominie. Other instances in his pages are Kirkcormack and the

Nithsdale Kirkbride, and to them may be added Kirkpatrick-Juxta. In

those cases the change is proved by the old records. In others it is

found concurrently in present-day Gaelic and English. Kirkmichael in

Strathardle is still Cill Mhicheil to the Gael. Hesitation between the Gaelic

and the English order appears in the old name of Traquair parish, which

was styled at one time Kirkbride or St. Bride's Kirk, and in the familiar

Kirkmaiden or Maidenkirk. In other cases as Brydekirk in Annan parish,

and Marykirk and Laurencekirk, both in Kincardineshire, the English order

has been definitely adopted. The practice of translating Jcil into kirJc had

begun evidently as early as the twelfth century, and is the true explanation
of the facts, upon the misconception of which the assertion is based that the

Gael borrowed either the Saxon circ or the Norse Jcirkja.

The more prominent names that we miss here are Priest Island in Loch

Broom, in Gaelic An Cl^ireach, the cleric
; Beauly and the Ross-shire parish

of Fearn, which are both in Gaelic A' Mhanachainn, the monastery; and

Paisley, Gaelic Paislig, as explained by Mr. W. J. Watson, from Latin

basilica.

The index, extending to fully forty pages with double columns, gives
some idea of the number of names noticed in the book. Many names that

are easily found by their natural association with others are omitted even
from this extended index. The value of such a comprehensive collection

is obvious to every one interested in the subject. The work is, however,
no mere enumeration of names. All necessary explanations of origins and
of church organisation are given, and wherever light can be shed or interest

lent, not only history and hagiology, but ecclesiology and philology, and
even folk-lore are laid under contribution. The volume thus brings together
in compact form much curious and interesting, and not easily accessible,

information concerning the many names with ecclesiastical associations.
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Keltic Besearches : Studies in the Histm'y and Distribution of the Ancient Goidelic

Language and Peoples. By Edward Williams Byron Nicholson, M.A.,

Bodley's Librarian in the University of Oxford. London: Henry
Frowde, 1904. xyiii4-212 pp. Price 2\s. net.

This work is dedicated ' to the memory of Henry Bradshaw, late librarian

of the University of Cambridge, whose discovery of the Book of Deer, and

whose paleographical and critical genius have permanently enriched Keltic

Studies.' It evinces much zeal for like studies on the part of Bodley's
Librarian at Oxford, whose book is full of recondite matter therein made

readily accessible. It has a fine, courteous, and human tone throughout,

and, whether one can adopt its point of view in whole or in part, or dissent

therefrom, one easily perceives Mr. Nicholson's work full of interesting

suggestions, and on the whole singularly ingenious. Were the evidence for

the solution of the questions he deals with less scanty and perplexing,'

Mr. Nicholson's ingenuity would apparently unravel the language which the

Picts spoke, and prove the supposed conquest of the Picts by the Scots an

absurd myth. Those indeed who are wearied since no proper proof is

forthcoming that Gaelic was spoken in Eden may find consolation in

Mr. Nicholson's knightly attempt, in virtue of which, as he assures us,
'
it has

been shown that Pictish was a language virtually identical with Irish,

differing from that far less than the dialects of some English counties differ

from each other. . . . The Highlander, as we call him the Albanach, as he calls

himself in his own Gaelic is, indeed, in the vast majority of cases simply
the modern Pict, and his language modern Pictish. To suppose that the

great free people from which he is descended were ever conquered by a

body of Irish colonists, and that the language he speaks is merely an Irish-

Colonial dialect, are delusions which, I hope, no one will regret to see finally

dispelled.'

Most of us, of course, know that our ancestors were never conquered, and

certainly cannot be conquered now ; and though we perhaps would be disposed

to quarrel with them for the vagueness in which they left the Pictish past,

with no memory of many a glorious deed, save too scant chronicles and too

shadowy inscriptions in the north and east unless in Gigha, absent in Argyll

well, our ancestors were never conquered, and we pronounce Mr. Nichol-

son, if to some extent a knight-errant in the eyes of the foolish, a good Kelt

and a good man, ingenious in philology, in interpreting the veriest fragments

of extinct tongues, and are tempted to exclaim :

' Malo errare cum Platone

quam cum istis vera sentire !

'

A little forethought, I conceive, on the part of our Celtic ancestors in

perpetuating their languages through various written monuments in early ages

would have obviated much hazardous inquiry now ;
this book should do its

own part in strengthening the hands of those who wish the present language

of the Highlands to be saved from artificial massacre at the hands of

educational (?) magnates. The question of conserving the language is
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worthy of efforts quite distinct from politics or religion, and Mr. Nicholson's

quotation in his preface from his former work Golspie at once reveals him
as an excellent writer of enlightened views.

' No sensible man who wished the Highlander to live in intimacy and

friendship with the other races which inhabit these Isles, or who wished to

see him cultivated and prosperous, would do otherwise than wish him to

speak and read English well. But I hope the day will never come when
Gaelic will become extinct in the Highlands, as unhappily Cornish was

allowed to become extinct in the eighteenth century. In it are embedded
no small part of the Highlander's history the history of his settlements,

the history of his descent, the history of his thought, the history of his

culture. It is not only bad for a race to forget such things, but it is bad

for science too : no study of a dead language can recover for us all of that

knowledge which would have been transmitted by its preservation. Every

Highlander, every Irish Gael, every Manxman, and every Welshman should

know and speak the speech of his fathers, and should see that his children

also know and speak it. And every Government should show for all such

healthy developments of race-feeling that sympathy which is the best bond
of union.'

To have suffered so much to be forgotten has been specially bad for

science in the case of the Picts whose language Mr. Nicholson holds to be
' a Goidelic dialect only with Indo-European p preserved to historic times

(as in Pictavian) and in a certain class of ancient place-names even to our

own day.' One must read his work to follow his point of view as he treats

of the Menapian settlements, the Belgae, the Atrebates, the Parisii, the

Iceni, the Coritani, the Novantes, and Galloway Picts, Pictish geographical

names, the names in Adamnan's Life of Cohmiba, the place-names in the

Pictish Chronicle^ and in the legends of St. Andrew. A discussion of the

Pictish kingdom, the Pictish inscriptions, the legend of the ' Scottish Con-

quest,' with some considerations on the Belgae in Ireland, the names of

Pictish kings in Ireland, the Scots, leads him to treat of p in the Irish

Ogam inscriptions and in certain other words, and on p. 110 he offers

suggestions
' as to the names to be given for the immediate future to the

two main divisions of ancient Keltic' He concludes with some words on

the relative priority of Kymry and Goidels in Britain '

it was apparently
the Kymry who came first to Britain, and the Goidels who followed and
drove them into the interior.' After which follow nine Appendices treating

respectively of an old Goidelic (Biturigan) charm in Marcellus of Bordeaux,

Sequanian (the Coligny Calendar), Pictavian (the Eom inscription), the

Amelie-les-Bains tablets, the name Mediolanum, the Llanaber inscription,

Additional Notes, The Brandsbutt inscription, the Pictish words cartit,

Scollosthes, and finally a laborious index deserving praise.

The morasses and quagmires incident to such a journey are evidently

many. Mr. Nicholson's survey will encourage other pioneers, and, whether
called or uncalled, may their feet be as hinds' feet ; and if alive and well at

VOL. I. F
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the end, let them rest and be thankful. The Pictish fever claims many a

victim.

It is a moot point whether, if the Gadelic-speaking races had not

migrated from the European mainland to an island home, we should to-day
be in possession of such searchlights as may guide us on our way or warn
us from setting out, and it is certain that, but for the recrossing of Celtic

missionaries from ancient Scotia to the Continent, we should not have the

specimens of Gaelic speech as in the glosses of Wiirzburg and of Milan from
about the end of the seventh century onwards. True, they were but

revisiting regions formerly occupied by ancestors ; the Gadelic element

extended, Mr. Nicholson would allow, from the Danube to the mouth of

the Loire, and from the Tagus and the Po to the mouth of the Rhine.

With what degree of continuity is matter of question, as is also the

resemblance of Continental Gadelic dialects to one another. About the

fifth century B.C. the Celtic forces smashed the Etruscans, and thereafter

shook Rome, but whether the Empire-breakers, who have left us far too little

of their language at that time to build upon, called themselves in their own

language Celts, a word cognate with German Held,
'

hero,' or in a dialect of

the Italian borders, Gauls, which enabled Caesar to speak of them as Galli,

from a stem as in Gaelic gal,
'

valour,' they but revealed the like tempera-
ment that meets us in the acclaim :

' Tir nam Beann, nan Gleann 's nan

Gaisgeach.'
Mr. Nicholson published his study of the Coligny fragments, which here

forms Appendix ii., under the title
'

Sequanian first steps in the investiga-

tion of a newly discovered ancient European language,' in May 1898.

"Whether his interpretation of ^rinni, petioux be finally regarded as at all

possible, or otherwise (and it might be found best to ask whether p be not

from qu in these cases), the Coligny Calendar is Celtic, and Mr. Nicholson's

study of it is interesting, though it is premature to take it as entirely

conclusive. He very likely hits the mark in rendering Equos
' the temperate

month,' as also in viewing the Sequani as having migrated eastwards from

their former settlements on the Sequana (the Seine). A pre-Sequanian
dialect or borrowing from neighbours will account for names like Epaman-
duodorum (Mandeure) and Loposagium (Luxiol) found within their

territory. The river Sequana is rightly derived by Stokes from seiko,
*

gush

out,' Sanscrit secana, *pour forth,' and readers of Mr. Nicholson will thank

him for his apt quotation from St. Martin, which lets us see that most

likely the river first got its name at or above Chatillon-sur-Seine, below

which its bed is never dry.

What is offered as tentative suggestion ought not in the final instance

to be accepted for more. Sometimes Mr. Nicholson is apt to make it count

for more. As to the month Edrini, he says, *I suggest that it= the Lat.

e- and that the stem drengj-
* to mount '

is found in the name, which may
= ' the month of outspringing.' The stem drengj-, however, would rather

give drdim, and it is wiser to regard the meaning as unknown. His ex-
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planation of ATENVX as '

Furthernight,'
*

period of fifteen nights,' seems

strengthened by the fact that the Welsh numerals for 16-19 mean 1+ 15,

2+ 15, 3+ 15, 4+ 15, while he may be right in suggesting that the habit in

French of reckoning by the quinzaine or quinze jours is a relic of the

Keltic Calendar; but seeing the Italians have their quindid gmni there

remains a possibility of its not being merely a survival of a habit confined

to Celts. Above all, the Celts counted by nights, not days : a Gaelic ex-

pression has it that night holds precedence of day Thig an oidhche roimh

'n latlia. The illustrations from Brittany in the notes to the efiect that the

weather of the 12 months was thought to be foretold by that of the first

12 days of January the name given to these in Cornuaille being gour-

dezioUf 'jours en plus,
^

'jours suppUnientaires' are paralleled by the High-
land 12 days of Christmas (da latha dhiag an Nollaig) which, as weather

forecasts, are held to prognosticate that of the 12 lunar months. Pennant

records that * whatever weather there is on the 12 days beginning with

the last of December, the same will agree with the weather of the corre-

sponding month.' Some took them to be the 12 days between the Old and

the New Style j seemingly they were intercalated to equate the lunar with

the solar year. Note, too. Handsel Monday in Skye as Diluain Traosda,

from which are reckoned the 12 days corresponding in weather to the 12

months of the year. The Gaelic months still are reckoned as corresponding

by fortnights, e.g. the month of which La Bealltuinn is the middle consists

of the last fortnight of spring and the first fortnight of summer, and this

gives a period of 15 nights, if we recollect that with old Highland people
the night is counted before the day.

The pages on Pictavian in the third appendix appeared already in the

Zeitschrift fur Celt. Philologie ;
the inscription on the leaden tablet found in

1887 in a well at Eom, south-west of Poitiers, Mr. Nicholson regards as

abounding in examples of Indo-European p and destined to revolutionise

most current beliefs as to the history of the Celtic languages, and concludes

that * the inscriptions and proper names of the entire ancient Keltic-speak-

ing area require to be examined from a totally changed standpoint.' He
finds that the name of the river Po was given to it by j^-preserving Celts,

and that ^-preserving Celts lived in Verona, which he would confirm from

a word used by Gregory of Tours, in describing an incident at Clermont in

Auvergne, viz., anax, cf. Irish an,
* a drinking vessel,' from (p)o ... 'to drink,'

evidently the word used by Martial (xiv. 100) ;

Panaca,
Si non ignota est docti tibi terra Catulli

potasti testa Raetica vina mea

the panaca being the Celtic name of the vessel used in the country of

Catullus. For Milan (Mediolanum) he oflfers a new derivation from Medi-

olanon, 'the weighing place for wool,'
' wool-mart.' The wall of Milan bore

the representation of a fleece, and Mr. Nicholson regards the river Olana
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on which Milan stands as syncopated for Olan-ona, from the shreds of wool

floating down its current. The Eacatae on the north of the Danube are

queried as Celtic, which they likely were, the word surviving in the present

day Czeck language as the name for Vienna, and is no doubt found in the

Gaelic racaid, 'a noise,' borrowed into English as in phrase 'kicking up a

racket.'

Let me add anent p. 38 that Schta is common in Gaelic as duchd,
* a feat

of valour'; p. 171 bhithaidh should have iio not id; p. 29 Stokes's equation
of Adamnan's Scia,

'
isle of Skye,' with sciath,

'

wing,' hence ' the winged-

shaped Isle of Skye/ is impossible. The river-name Nethy (p. 37 n.)

can have nothing to do with naitheas, 'harm,' 'mischief,' which is=neafhaSj
'

manslaughter
'

in Shaw, and is in Irish niadhas,
* valour

'

j it is rather

from root in Nixie, nik-sa, 'a water spirit' tlm na neithichean a tighinn,
* the nixies are coming,' being the phrase uttered when the Nethy comes

down in spate. Hercunia, p. 171, seems rather to be cognate with Gothic

fairguni
'

hill,' jpare-cunia, cuno,
*

high.' This is one of the cases where we
have h for Indo-European p.

The Literature of the Highlands. By Magnus Maclean, M.A., D.Sc.

Blackie and Son, Ltd. 7s. M. net.

This book contains the third year's lectures delivered by Dr. Magnus
Maclean in the University of Glasgow under the Macallum Bequest.

Having dealt in the previous volume with ' The Literature of the Celts,'

he now confines himself to the literature of the Highlands. He is better

qualified to write on this subject than on the wider one of Celtic literature,

yet many defects might be pointed out. Perhaps one of the most striking

is a curious lack of the sense of proportion apparent in both these books.

There are also some noticeable omissions. To mention only one, we miss

the name of Mr. Donald Mackechnie, one of the most thoughtful and cul-

tured of present-day writers of Gaelic poetry, as well as an excellent and

racy writer of Gaelic prose. But the author probably does not aim at being

complete, but rather at giving the outsider an idea, on fairly wide lines, of

the characteristics and works of the chief Highland poets during and since

the Jacobite period. For his book deals almost entirely with the bards,

and perhaps there is excuse for this, as, apart from devotional books and

the writings of Norman Macleod and a few others, the literature produced
in Gaelic within the period with which Dr. Maclean deals has been almost

entirely verse. The larger part of the book is taken up with the great

poets of Jacobite times, and though no one will deny the right of Mac-

Mhaighstir Alastair, Dugald Buchanan, Donnachadh Ban, and Rob Donn

to the chief attention, they are allowed to overshadow too much the many
other good composers of their own and other times. Dr. Maclean takes the

very satisfactory method of dividing the poets into chapters under the name

of the chief representative of each particular class, so that under Donnachadh
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Ban, for instance, we get poets of nature, under Buchanan religious poets

and so on. From the purely literary standpoint this method has great

advantages. A chapter is devoted to ' Ossian
'

Macpherson, and the points

which raised such bitter controversy are cited anew. Probably most

persons are content to believe that Macpherson got some poems or pieces of

poems the question is, and will continue to be,
' How much did he get ?

'

and that he manufactured connecting links of varying lengths, and even

that he modernised the poems he did get. Yet it seems hardly credible

that a man like the Rev. Dr. Smith actually and intentionally passed off as

antique poems which he knew to be recent, if, indeed, he had not himself

composed them, and that such forgeries were perpetrated not by one person

but by several, each acting apparently on his own initiative. The Ossianic

controversy of Macpherson's time did much good, however, for so much had

the old literature of the Highlands been forgotten and neglected during the

long years of strife and warfare that no one was able to contradict definitely

the dogmatic statement of the imperious Dr. Johnson that there was not in

existence a Gaelic MS. older than 100 years. The taunt set all interested

to the task of collecting MSS. which were lying unnoticed and uncared for,

and to this we owe much of what is preserved by the Advocates' Library,
the Highland Society, and other bodies. It also roused an interest in

Celtic literature as a whole, so that Highlanders owe some gratitude to

the great dictionary-maker. A chapter on ' Proverbs
'

and one on * Travel

and History
'

conclude a volume which is pleasant and readable, and which

will supply the ' Gael
'

with much interesting information.

The Love-Songs of Connacht. By Douglas Hyde, LL.D. The Dun Emer

Press, Dundrum, Co. Dublin. lOs. 6(Z, net.

From the Dun Emer Press comes a dainty edition of the English of

Dr. Hyde's The Love-Songs of Connacht. It is one of the beautiful productions
which Miss Yeats is giving to book-lovers. Printed by hand on exquisite

hand-made Irish paper, in a type suggestive of the old print of the begin-

ning of last century, but which is nevertheless quite clear and readable,

these charming works of art are so greatly appreciated that they go out of

print as fast as they are issued, and seem likely to equal in public esteem

the printing of William Morris, in whose steps indeed Miss Yeats and her

colony at Dun Emer are following.
Dr. Hyde has been fortunate as a collector. The Irish lyrics he has

collected are of great beauty, and possess an inimitable charm. They have

the freshness of Nature in the springtime, and the charm of directness

and simplicity. To those who have formed their impressions of Irish song
from the ordinary collections, this book will be an inspiration. The absence

of conventionalism and artificial conceits is refreshing. These songs have

come straight from the hearts of the Connacht peasantry. Their authors,

Dr. Hyde tells us, were not people who ' wrote for pastime or to see what
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they could do in the way of poetry/ Like the birds, they sing because

they must.

If Dr. Hyde has been fortunate in his material, he has also shown him-

self to be a workmanlike translator. Mr. W. B. Yeats, in his short preface,

contrasts him with other gleaners and translators,
' who had an eighteenth

century style, and took the sap and pleasure out of simple thought and

emotion. Their horses were always
" steeds

" and their cows "kine."' Dr.

Hyde has not fallen into this error. His skill in drawing forth the shy

spirit of the original is astonishing. With a light and practised hand he

gives, in fine English, a rendering that generally retains much of the elusive

charm of the original. The prose translations are perhaps the best, though
those in metre are also etxremely good. But in reading them one feels

somehow removed to a greater distance from the mind of the original

writer. "When Dr. Hyde attempts to reproduce the internal assonance

so common in Gaelic poetry the result is hardly so satisfactory. Inter-

linear and terminal vowel rhymes can scarcely be regarded as characteristic

of English in the past, and are certainly not natural to it at the present day.
Unless very sparingly used, a sense of strain is felt, and sometimes the mean-

ing is in danger of being obscured. Yet in Irish and Scottish Gaelic poetry,

especially in verses intended for singing, the harmony of vowel assonance

fully satisfies the ear, and even the dissonant terminal consonants are

scarcely noticed. The chiming of the vowels is not a mere jingle, but a

refined kind of alliteration. These old songs are a valuable heritage

' A tune is more lasting than the voice of the bird,

A word is more lasting than the riches of the world.'

Though the Gaelic is omitted from the present edition, the reader can

enjoy much of the original quality of the songs from the translation. Some
of the songs are tender and gentle, with an undercurrent of melancholy
and of soft regret, others are joyous, and a few are defiant, rebellious out-

cries against the despotism of fact. Almost all the images are taken from

Nature, and the Celtic feeling for style is here. Many of the metaphors
are new and startling to English : the desolate heart is compared to * a tree

in the midst of a mountain, and it without roots or heart sound.' Or it is

' as a sun over an abyss without sleep, without rest.' A Connacht maid

who gave her love to a man who did not understand it uses this marvel-

lously vivid image,
' My heart is bruised and broken like ice upon the top

of water.' A common and beautiful expression in these songs for the loved

one is
'
star of knowledge

'

reult ehlais. Love exalts feeling and quickens

perception. It gives new insight and a finer understanding of the glory
and beauty of the world. So one sings :

*

youth, whom I have kissed like a star through the mist,

I have given thee this heart altogether.'

And again, '0 lovely, learned star!' The song, *I shall not die for thee,'
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curiously reminds one of Wither's ' Shall I wasting in despair ?
'

Here are a

few lines from a fine song :

*

Ringleted youth of my love,

With thy locks bound loosely behind thee,

You passed by the road above,

But you never came to find me.

"Where was the harm for you,
If you came for a little to see me ?

Your kiss is a wakening dew,
Were I ever so ill or so dreamy.

I thought, my love ! you were so

As the moon is, or sun on a fountain,

And I thought after that you were snow,
The cold snow on top of the mountain ;

And I thought after that you were more
Like God's lamp shining to find me,

Or the bright star of knowledge before,

And the star of knowledge behind me.'

How immeasurably superior is this tender song of a Connacht maid to

the insane drivel of city music halls ! We are grateful to the gleaners who

preserve such treasures as these from the death of oblivion. And while so

much has been done for the revival of the old, let us hope that something

may be done for the creation of the new. When reading such a work as

this, one feels that the nationality of the Celtic peoples, so long preserved,
is well worth keeping intact, and that the Celts will do their best work for

literature by being true to themselves.

Gods and Fighting Men. By Lady Gregory. London : John Murray,
1904. 6s. net

In this book the third of a series uniform in outward appearance though
one of them difi'ers in the form of literature Lady Gregory deals with

the old tales of Ireland, with the old characters round whose names has

gathered such a wealth of tradition that it is impossible for even the most

expert to say just how much is genuine personage, how much is due to the

imagination, and how much is semi-religious mythology ; or how much is

originally Celtic and how much is borrowed from other peoples with whom
the Celts in their wanderings came into touch. In a former book Lady
Gregory told us in sequence the stories of the Cuchullain cycle and here

she tells us, also in chronological order, the stories of the Finn cycle, from
the coming of the Tuatha De Danaan and their fight with the Firbolgs,
down through the wonderful exploits of Fionn and his companions to the

coming of Patrick of the Bells and the lonely old age of the blind Ossian

after his return from the Land of the Ever-young. We read of St. Patrick's

attempts to bring Ossian to the Christian faith the lengthy and some-
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times heated arguments never lose their interest. Our sympathies invariably

go to the veteran warrior-poet who possesses, and in a high degree admires,

the simple virtues, and whose staunch loyalty to his chief and father, Fionn,

and to his old-time comrades, touch even the ecclesiastic. In these dialogues

the Paganism which Ossian represents is invariably made to appear more

noble, more set with the elemental virtues, and more desirable in every way
than is the ecclesiastical Christianity of his opponent. Yet Patrick is not

without sympathy even for the tales which Ossian has to tell of the great
deeds of the Feinne. In his characteristic preface Mr. Yeats tells us that

this book is not meant for such as have retained and value their Gaelic

birthright, but rather for those who, whether of the Gaelic race or not, have

not had the advantage of hearing these tales by the turf fires and in the

old traditional way in which they have lived and grown through the

centuries. To those who have had no acquaintance with them they will

be a revelation in their variety of imagination and imagery, in their artistic

form and expression, and in the fitness and aptness of their diction. To
some those who have heard them in their native glens they will bring
memories which can never be unhappy. To the Gael of Scotland they will

recall the too much forgotten links of a common past, and they will

strengthen his feeling of kinship with the Gael of Ireland, for much of what

this book contains is also embodied in the lore of the Highlands.
It is a great advantage to have the historical sequence of the events

given in this way, and is not the least of the excellences of a book which

is one to read and to re-read, and which will be found equally fresh and

fascinating each time, for these tales never lose their charm, and the English
words which Lady Gregory has given them are almost as delightful as

their natural Gaelic.

The End of the Song. By the Countess of Cromartie. London ;

Hutchinson and Co., 1904. 6s.

Lady Cromartie weaves tales of her own native Highlands, and she does

it with a directness and a simplicity that make her book very pleasant

reading. Her first story, which divides into two sections, is indeed rather

weird and Blavatskian, and perhaps should not be chosen by a nervous

person to read when sitting alone on a wild winter's night ! For it begins
as a story of primitive Celts and of a harper, the son of a chief, who is on

embassy to a hostile chief. The harper and the niece of the hostile chief

loved each other to their undoing, for her uncle and his people did not

esteem a member of an opposing tribe desirable as a husband for her, and

harper and envoy though he be, he is treacherously killed, and the girl will

not survive him. In the second part of the story we find them both re-

incarnated, he as a Highland laird and she as a sweet and intelligent girl, both

studious of the Gaelic past and both again loving each other. Still there is

opposition this time from the girl's aunt, who has other views for the young
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man but in the end they marry and live happy ever after. The un-

canniness comes in when in their second incarnation they get glimpses of

their former lives. One of the best of the twelve tales in the book is of the

wild days of the '45, when a woman dares and does much for the release of

her husband, the chief of a western clan, from Carlisle prison. Lady
Cromartie writes as a Highlander and from the inside, of a life and of a

people which are her own by heredity. It is not a Celtic veneer, and there

is no make-believe of deciphering the temperament of the Celt, no dissecting

him as if he were some newly discovered vertebrate under the knife and

the microscope of the would-be scientist. True, the book represents chiefly

a grim type, but it deals with days long past, with the days when the battle

was indeed to the strong of arm and the keen of wit, and there are other

types of the Celt not represented here. Many of the characters will commend
themselves as ' the real thing

'

because of their ' barbaric
'

character, and

perhaps it is no good argument to say that barbaric virtue is better than

the civilised vice which, with no purpose to serve, finds a place in so much
of the literature of the present day. We feel inclined to say that no better

book of Highland stories has appeared since Mr. Niel Munro published The

Lost Pibroch. There have been others which excelled it in some one way or

another, but judged as a whole and from the Highland point of view, this

will rank with the best.

Shelta (The language of the gypsies). By David MacRitchie, F.S.A. Scot.

This is a paper which Mr. MacRitchie read to the Gaelic Society of

Inverness and which is published in their Transactions, It contains much
information on a language which probably many persons are unaware exists

in the British Isles. Lists of words taken down from gypsies and tinkers by
Mr. Leland, Mr. Carmichael, Mr. Crofton, and Mr. Norwood are given, and

it is seen that a certain number of these are old Gaelic, or Gaelic words

reversed in spelling, while some are Hindustani and other Eastern languages.
Two Shelta stories taken down by Mr. Sampson are given with trans-

lations, and there are valuable quotations from Professor Kuno Meyer.
Mr. MacRitchie has found a most interesting subject for investigation.

Place-Names of Boss and Cromarty. By W. J. Watson, M.A. (Aberd.), B.A.

(Oxon.). Inverness : Northern Counties Printing and Publishing Co.

1904. 10.S. ed.

Mr. Watson's book on the place-names of Ross and Cromarty holds a

unique position : it is the first attempt by a Gaelic-speaking Celt, trained

in modern philologic ways, to give in book-form the results of a thorough

investigation into the names of a large county, and, incidentally, to give a

practical epitome of Scottish place-names. Many years ago in 1887

Professor Mackinnon published in the Scotsman a series of articles on
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' Place and Personal Names in Argyle,' marked by that modern scholarship

which native Gaelic speakers so abundantly lack in dealing with such

matters, but, unfortunately for the public, he has never gathered them into

book-form. There have also been several other competent, and, at the same

time, Gaelic-speaking philologists who dealt with the place-names of dif-

ferent localities in papers and articles more or less fugitive. Mr. Watson,

however, is really the first Gael in the field with a work which can be

honestly called scientific, which systematises its results in a way helpful for

investigators in this difficult subject. It has only been too painfully

evident of late years that only a learned native Gael or a German ! can

really deal with the Celtic names of Scotland. Hitherto the authors of

works on Scottish place-names have not taken the trouble to learn the

Gaelic language and that, too, a language which possesses a double set of

inflections, initial, and, as usual, final, not to mention the fact of its difficult

Continental pronunciation. It is no wonder that one Sassenach writer on

the subject, on getting from a Highlander the correct Gaelic form of a

certain combination which he meant for the explanation (fiy appearance) of

a certain place-name, rejected this correct form as spoiling his derivation,

and kept his own original wrong combination ! Such a scientist as the

late James Macdonald of Huntly, who honestly tried to acquire the lan-

guage, never attained complete correctness in reproducing Gaelic names

pronounced to him by the natives. What with the Gaelic article causing

aspiration and eclipsis, bewildering to a non-Celt, and the other phonetic
and syntactic finesse of a language which has undergone more than ordinary

philologic change, Gaelic is a language which only a very well trained out-

sider can have anything to do with. This training our place-name philolo-

gists as yet refuse to undergo. And there are also the history of the

language its changes through hundreds of years and the history of the

country during the same time, all to be taken into account. It may truly

be said that the writer who undertakes to deal with the Celtic place-names
of Scotland must undergo no ordinary linguistic and historic training.

Mr. Watson fulfils all the requirements of the philologist we need to

elucidate our Celtic place-names. His Introduction of some hundred pages
is a mine of practical information, thoroughly systematised. In dealing

with Gaelic names, the student will be first struck with the large place

which he gives to suffixes. To the ordinary philologist every ending in

-ach is for achadh^
*
field

'

; Mr. Watson shows this suffix to be old Celtic

-toTTi, denoting
'

place of,' such as Carn-ach,
*

place of cairns,' or Dorn-och,
*

place of hand-stones.' He shows with clearness how suffixes combine :

Muc-ar-n-aich, 'place of pigs,' where we have three suffixes (ar, an, ach).

One important point which he brings out is the undoubted existence of a

diminutive -aidh or -idh^ at least in old Pictland. He adduces locJiaidh,

hadaidhj and lagaidh as outstanding examples. These suffixes seem to be

the old Celtic ending in -io-s, or fem. -iff, the latter very common in river

names. The difficulty here, however, is the modern Gaelic pronunciation
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in final -idh, not -e as in usual Gaelic. The Welsh, however, pronounce, or

rather spell, this ending {-io-s)
in its modern form as -ydd. It would seem

that in this diminutive ending -aidh we have distinctive traces of Pictish

or Brittonic pronunciation of these place-names. We have such diminutives

in old Gaelic in certain personal names, such as Barre (St. Barr) for Barrio-s,

and this again for Barro-vindos or Barrfhind, which we know to be the full

name of the Saint. Those acquainted with the old charter forms of place-

names know that -', the Scottish form of G. -aidh^ is continually interchanged

with -in. This last, which does not usually exist in a Gaelic form, must be

the old Pictish stem-ending (from -io^ gen. -inos) in w, known well in Scottish

Gaelic, and giving rise to the modern Gaelic plural, just like the weak

stems in the Teutonic languages. Material for pursuing this and kindred

points will be found in abundance in Mr. Watson's volume. We may
also note his excellent tabulation of Norse vowels and consonants in Gaelic ;

it should be very useful to students of Northern names. But does not

Homer nod in explaining Saraig as Saur-Vik (Mud-bay), the phonetics of

which by the table result in S6raig 1 Compare Soroba, Sorby, and English

Sowerby.
The main body of the work deals sefi'iatim with the twenty-nine mainland

parishes of Ross and with Lewis in general. Each parish forms, as it were,

a chapter by itself; the place-names are dealt with in separate articles,

vocabulary-wise, but not in alphabetical order. The '

English
'

or map-
name is given first; then the old forms from charters, documents, or

histories; then the Gaelic form, where such is existent; and, lastly, the

meaning or derivation. Mr. Watson has heard all the pronunciations per-

sonally, and he has visited practically every corner of the county. On this

head the work is most thoroughly done, and the derivation offered suits

the characteristics of the place, if it be named after any characteristics.

The county name Ross he is inclined to derive from Brittonic or Pictish

sources, corresponding to Welsh rhos^
' a wold,' rather than from Gaelic ros,

' a promontory,' but the words are no doubt ultimately the same. Cromarty
contains the adjective crom^

'

bent,' but the old forms are puzzling, and the

modern Gaelic Cromba' points only to crom-bath,
' curved sea.' Mr. Watson

restores the old name as Crom-b-ach-dan, the b being a development (of

Pictish times ?) and the rest mere suffixes, the total meaning
'

Bay Place.'

Pictish, Norse, and Gaelic names jog one another all over the county, but,

as the author well shows, there is a marked difference between Easter Ross

names and those of Wester Ross, the latter being more Gaelic and more
modern really. The Norse element stops at the Beauly with Tarradale and

Eskadale (Ash-dale, lately explained as Uisge-dail !).
Pictish names are

common in East Ross. One of these we have in Bal-keith, doubtless for

older Pit-keith ; Gaelic, Baile-na-Coille, a translation which, as Mr. Watson

points out, seems to prove that Keith means *

wood,' from a word allied to

Welsh coedj 'wood'; Gaulish ceto-, allied to English heath. Dal-keith is

therefore Brittonic in both elements, 'Plateau of the wood' (Welsh dol.
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Pictish dulf dal). Space does not allow us to follow Mr. Watson further in

quoting his interesting derivations, but we must mention some old or

peculiar words which he has been enabled to recognise or rescue. Strikingly

happy is his derivation of the place-names Nonakil ('church-land'), New-

more, Dalnavie, and Navity, from the old Gaelic mined {neimhidh now), *a

sacred place,' which we have also in Rosneath. Eirbhe or airbhe,
* a wall,'

is found in Altnaharrie, etc. ; rahhan^ a kind of bulrush ; saotJiairf a neck

that joins a '

dry-island
'

to the shore, a promontory covered at high tide
;

faithir, the steep face of an old raised beach ; feodhail, a side form of food-

hail, *a ford,' from Norse vadhill, 'shallow water'; sleagJiach, a rifted or

gullied slope or hill, from the same root as slighe,
'

path,' literally
* a cutting

'

(root sleg,
'

hit,'
' cut

').
On the west coast cathair means a '

fairy knoll,'

while siihean means a considerable hill with no notions of fairies attached

thereto. Mr. Watson rightly queries druineach as Druid
;
the meaning is

artist, artificer, SQulptor (Mr. Carmichael's draoineach). Irish druine means

'art,' even 'needlework,' We demur to Mr. Watson's derivation of Kill-

earnan. True the Gaelic is Cill-Iurnain, which might point to a St.

Iturnan, only the name Iturnan is a misreading for Itarnan, a true Pictish

name and a saint's name also. Ernin or Ferreolus was a favourite saint

and a favourite saint's name, and to a root-inflected form of Ernin or

larnan we must refer lurnan.

Mr. Watson has added a valuable index to his work, containing over

three thousand words, and showing by a device with the full stop where

the main accent rests. Many of these words naturally belong to districts

outside Ross. Indeed the volume, as already said, is a microcosm of

Scottish place-names, the Anglic Lothians and the Merse being left out of

account. It lays a sound basis for the further study of Scottish place-

names on modern philologic lines.

Leabhar an t-athar Eoghan. TJie O'Growney Memorial Folvme. By Agnes

O'Farrelly, M.A. Dublin : Gill and Sons. London : David Nutt.

Large 4to, paper boards, 5s.; art linen, 7s. 6d
;
on art paper, half

calf, 12s. Qd.

Eight years was the space which Father Eugene O'Growney's public life

occupied, and probably no man, in so short a time, achieved a more lasting

place in the lives and affections of his countrymen. This book is the story
of his life and of his work for the Gaelic language, and especially perhaps
of that wonderful funeral which began in California and ended in Maynooth
four years after Father O'Growney's death. For consumption that scourge
of priests and nuns had driven him from his native land, and he died far

from the Ireland of his heart. The Gaelic League in America and the Gaelic

League in Ireland united to do solemn honour to one who had done so much
for their language, and thousands of Irish men and women met to show
their loving reverence for him. None who saw that great mass of people
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probably the largest funeral procession ever seen in the three kingdoms
could forget the sight or fail to be moved by the recollection of it.

No person could have even the most casual acquaintance with Father

O'Growney without feeling his kindly influence; modest, gentle, helpful,

and humorous, he won all to friendship. And though we buried him so

sorrowfully in Maynooth, where as student and professor he had spent so

much of his life, yet his place is with those who never die. So long as Ireland

is Irish, and so long as her people cherish her grand old tongue, so long will

* an t-athair Eoghan
' be an honoured name and his memory live in the land

he loved so well.

Miss O'Farrelly, herself a tireless worker for Gaelic, has done excellently

what must have involved much labour and care, and the result shows that

her heart as well as her brain and hand shared in the work. It is in har-

mony with the subject that the book should be entirely made in Ireland and

of Irish material and workmanship evidently the first illustrated book so

made. Much of Father O'Growney's own writing essays, articles, and

translations, as well as a summary of his popular Grammar and a collection

of Aran and Meath words is given, and the book is handsomely and very

fully illustrated. All interested in the Gaelic movement must be glad of

the opportunity to possess such an interesting memorial.

NOTES

Ptolemy's
'

Ripa Alta
'

and * Tamia
'

The name '

Ripa Alta
'

is placed in Ptolemy's Geography of Scotland

between the mouth of the Eiver Ila and the estuary of Varar. The Ila

has been identified with the Helmsdale river, called in Gaelic the Ilidh.

This name with its short initial vowel must be distinguished from He, which

with long initial vowel is the Gaelic name of the River Isla in Forfar and

Perth and of the island of Islay, though both names may well be from the

same ultimate root. The estuary of Varar is the Inverness and Beauly
Firth

;
the name still exists in a Gaelicised form in the River Farrar and

Glenstrathfarrar. Between those two points one degree from Ila and two

from Varar lies Ripa Alta. Skene identifies the place with the hills north

of the Dornoch Firth. Most writers hold that it is the Ord of Caithness

misplaced, and some have even advanced the conjecture that one of the

rivers to the north of the Ord, perhaps the Berriedale Water, may have

been called of old the Ila. No one seems to have noticed the obvious

correspondence both as to position and meaning of Ripa Alta with Ekkjals-

bakki, as the Norsemen called Oykell's bank or Oykell side. The River

Oykell flows through Strathoykell, expands into the singular Kyle of
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Sutherland, and then opens out into the Dornoch Firth. Oykell, which

means high, is a Pictish form of Gaulish uxello in Uxellodunum, etc., Welsh

uchel, Gaelic uasal, and has given a number of Scottish names such as the

Ochil Hills, Ochiltree, Glen Ogil in Forfar, Glen Ogle in Perth, Achilty
near Dingwall, and others. Ptolemy mentions Uxellum as one of the four

towns of the tribe of the Selgovae.
One of the towns of the Vacomagi is called ' Tamia '

by Ptolemy, and is

identified with Inchtuthill, below Dunkeld, by Skene. The root of the name,
which is tarriy meaning dark, appears in Sanskrit tamas, darkness, in Latin

femere, rashly, and in English di7n, and is often found in river names. A
tributary of the Ettrick is called the Tema. Of the river which falls into

the Tay about seven miles above Dunkeld the Eev. James M'Lagan of

Blair Atholl says,
* Tummel (Taivil), shadowy, obscure, from its woody and

rocky banks' (Old Stat. Account, vol. ii. p. 472). This is nearly right. The

name, which is Teimheil in Gaelic, is the same as the word teamlml or teim-

heal, Old Irish temel, darkness, and is also from the root tarn. The in

ference is at once obvious that Tamia was on the Tummel. If this be

correct, the place may further be confidently identified with the Celtic rath

or stronghold, which is commemorated in the name Logierait, the little

hollow of the Rat or Rath, and the site of the later Castle of Logierait.

The castle stood on the elevated plateau between the Tay and the Tummel,
and overlooked the latter river. A monument to the late Duke of Atholl

now marks the site, and is a conspicuous object from the Highland railway
at Ballinluig station. Charles M. Robertson.

The stem kamb- in Goidelic : Cambus, Cam(p)bel(l), Cambron.

Under '

Kambo-s, fem. kamba krumm,' Stokes in his UrJcelt. Sprachschatrj

p. 78, gives
'
ir. camm, camm-derc (gl. luscus)

' where of course the second

m represents assimilated b but no Irish, Gaelic, or Manx camb-.

Macbain in his Etymological diet, of the Gaelic language, p. 60, gives
*

c^m,

crooked,' with derivatives 'camag, club, camas, bay.' But he too gives no

camb- stem in Gaelic.

The camb- stem, however, is found in endless Gaelic place-names in cambus,

a bay of the sea, or a bend of a river of which camas is only a later form.

It is likewise found in O.Ir. as cambas, 'bay.' For Adamnan in his Life of

Columba says that a pirate, returning to his ship from the plunder of a

house, was followed by Columba into the sea at a *

portus
'

in the place
*

qui
Scotice uocitatur Aithchambas Art Muirchol

'

(ii. 22). Aithchambas means

'sharp bend.'

The same stem is also found in the name Caimbeul, Eng. Campbell.
Macbain (p. 337) gives the early forms as Cambell (1266, etc.) and Cambel

(1467), and derives it from ^

camb6l, wry-mouthed (cttm and beul),^ hut has

not explained why the second element in the compound lacks the normal
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aspiration. The name does indeed mean either 'wry-mouthed' or 'with

arched lips
'

; but it arises from camh and Ml, The h in the latter word took

the w aspiration, so commonly representing hh and mh on the W. coast of

Scotland, and this w was elided, as it is in 'iG='mhic (Pictish cec, aiq)^ in

moirear^mm-mhear (Macbain), and in A^ Mhai'^oich=A^ Mhormhoich (Macbain,

p. 229). So that the formation of the name is not Cam-bel but Camb-'el.

In later Gaelic camb became cam, with compensatory lengthening of the

vowel, and a possible variant Cam- el may have been the origin of the

popular Lowland pronunciation C^m'l.

'Cameron,' Gaelic 'Camshron,' is of course rightly explained by Macbain

(p. 357) as meaning
'

wry-nose
'

(or shall we say
' hook-nosed '

% i) from cam
and srorij

' nose
'

(the aspiration of s, written as sh, being pronounced as 7j,

and disappearing medially). But an earlier Camh{sh)ron is suggested by the

history of the Fife place-name Cameron doubtless called, more Celiico, after

an ancient occupier. That appears in 1200 as Cambroun (Johnston, Flace-

Nams of Scotland), and we find in the printed transcripts of the old Scots

registers of state a crowd of proper names such as de Cambroun, de

Cambrun, de Cambron, Cambrun (1266), and Cambron.

E. W. B. Nicholson.

Avotis

In 1888, in the Eevue ArcMologique (3rd series, vol. xi. pp. 155-159), our
learned colleague, M. Heron de Villfosse, first drew attention to the Gaulish
word written AVVOT, avot, avo, av, a, which one finds following the name
of the maker on much of the Gaulish pottery

REXTV-GENOS SVLLIAS AWOT
SACRILLOS AVOT
FLAV AVO
RVTENVS AV
TOGOS A

AvOT also follows the personal name ho VDILLVS on the triumphal arch
of Orange.

As, in the Latin inscriptions, the maker's name in the nominative is

always followed by the word fecit, it was natural to conclude that the
Gaulish word AVVOT, AVOT, was the literal translation of the Latin /ea^, that
is to say the third person singular of a Gaulish perfect active. At the same
time it seemed strange that in Gaulish one found in the singular perfect
active a third person singular ending in ot.

But AVVOT, AVOT is only the beginning of the word. It has two letters

more, of which the first appears in the legend bollo avoti inscribed on a

^ The Kev. Dr. J. M. Joass confirms this conjecture as to the real meaning of
the epithet, by telling me that a hooked nose was a marked characteristic of the old
Cameron families.
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Gaulish pot in the museum of Treves. AvoTi is also probably the correct

reading of the second word of an inscription in the museum of Nime^^ue.

Lastly, M. Bohn has found the two final letters in the inscription BVCCOS
AVOTIS, on a small ceramic specimen preserved in the museum of Ghent.

Avotis seems to be a masculine noun in the nominative singular, agreeing
with the name of the potter and meaning

* maker '

or something similar ; it

is a derivative in -fi- from a stem avo- which has furnished the first part of
the place-name Avo-hriga in Spain, and which appears also in the common
Latin noun avos, avus, 'grandfather.' From this root is derived AVOTA, a
Gaulish personal name inscribed on a vase found at Jublains. Avota is the

reading of our scholarly friend, Mr. Mowat {Co7'p. Inscrit. Lat., vol. xiii

part 3).

Avo- is the stem of the Gaelic verb con-oi, he protects= corn-awe^. Cutting
off the prefix com-, con- we recognise the Sanscrit verb, of which the third

person singular present indicative, is also avati^auetizzzhe causes to advance,
hasten, protect, command.

The suffix -ii; for the most part used to form abstract nouns, is also em.

ployed for active nouns; as, for example, (1) Latin, hos-ti-s, 'enemy,' but

originally 'stranger,' identical with the Gothic gas-t-s, 'host,' both of them
supposing a primitive gJws-ti-s; (2) Gaelic, taid, 'thiei'=fa4i-s.

Thus avotis means * he who causes to be made,'
' he who orders in the

workshop.' The general meaning corresponds to the Latin fecit, hut fecit is

not a literal translation of the Celtic word. The literal translation would
be rather factor, or possibly even dominus ; avos, avus, 'grandfather,' in
Roman law 'the master.' H. d'Arbois de Jubainville,

Eecueil de Memoires, Soci^te des Antiquaires de France.

The Celtic Family

With volume xxv. of the Revue Celtique M. d'Arbois de Jubainville

begins a series of articles on the Celtic Family. The Senchus mm-, he tells

us, recognised four different groups of relatives who were answerable in

varying degrees of liability for the crimes of a member of the family. These
were the gelfine, the derhfine, the iarfine, and the imlfine, in all seventeen types
of relatives. Each^Tie contained the one preceding it in relationship, and
all were finally numbered in the indfine. The gelfine contained only the
father and his direct descendants. The derhfine contained the grandfather
and his male descendants to the fifth generation, including the uncle,

nephew, and the grand-nephew.
In Ireland the property of an extinct gelfine was redivided, and this was

the Highland practice also. Land inherited by a woman could not be
transmitted by her, but returned at her death to the clan or family. In
Wales only one fine seems to have existed, namely the gelfine, and there the

property of an extinct gelfine reverted to the crown.
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401, 58. payable at death. i 291, 5S. payable at deatb or age 60.

330, 1l8. payable at death or age 65. I 246, 13s> payable at deaCli or age 66.

or 198, 68. payable at death or age 60.

All the abooe Assurances are entitled to participate in Profits.

OTHER RATES ON APPLICATION.

FIRE DEPARTMENT.
NET FIRE PREMIUMS 1903, - - 1,820,880

Property at Home or Abroad insured at Lowest Rates. Losses Promptly and Liberally settled.

PROSPECTUSES AND EVERY INFORMATION ON APPLICATION.

EDINBURGH
LONDON .
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